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The highest spiritual path is 
life itself. If you know how to 
live daily life, it all becomes 

a liberating experience, but fi rst you 
have to approach life properly or it 
can be very confusing. To begin with, 
you have to realize that you really 
only have one choice in this life, and 
it’s not about your career, whom you 
want to marry or whether you want 
to seek God. People tend to burden 
themselves with so many choices, but 

in the end, you can throw it all away and just make one basic, underlying decision: Do you 
want to be happy, or do you not want to be happy? It’s really that simple. Once you make 
that choice, your path through life becomes totally clear.
 Most people don’t dare give themselves that choice because they think it’s not under 
their control. Someone might say, “Well, of course I want to be happy, but if my wife left  
me...” In other words, they want to be happy, but not if their wife leaves them. But that 
wasn’t the question. Th e question was, very simply, “Do you want to be happy or not?” If 
you keep it that simple, you will see that it really is under your control. It’s just that you 
have a deep-seated set of preferences that gets in the way.
 Let’s say you’ve been lost and without food for days and you fi nally fi nd your way to 
a house. You can hardly make it to the doorstep, but you managed to pull yourself up and 
knock on the door. Somebody opens the door, looks at you and says, “Oh my God! You 
poor thing! Do you want something to eat? What would you like?” Now the truth is, you 
really don’t care what they give you. You don’t even want to think about it. You just utter 
the word “food”, and because you really mean it when you say you need food, it no longer 
has anything to do with your mental preferences.
 Th e same goes for the question about happiness. Th e question is simply, “Do you 
want to be happy?” If the answer is really yes, then say it without qualifying it. Aft er all, 
what the question really means is, “Do you want to be happy from this point forward for 
the rest of your life, regardless of what happens?”
 It’s the comparisons, judgments and complaints that typically get in the way of hap-
piness. Once you fully accept where you are, then you now have room for change. When 
you don’t accept your reality, you can’t have change. Non-acceptance is a vibration of lack, 
which means it’s the same thing. You’re asking for more lack because what you put out is 
what you get back.what you get back.
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news briefs

BEE & YOU Now Available at CVS

U.S. Food and Drug Ad-
ministration-registered 

superfoods and supplements 
from BEE & YOU, a leading 
processor of natural pure 
bee products, is coming 
to CVS retail outlets. Th ey 
are made with royal jelly, 
bee pollen, raw honey and 
propolis in the purest form, 
providing consumers with 
raw, unfi ltered and unadul-
terated products.
 BEE & YOU products 
promote health and wellness 
by taking advantage of the unique properties of bee propolis and 
royal jelly, specifi cally from the Turkish region of Anatolia, where 
the forests and mountains are home to more than 10,000 plants. 
All products are 100 percent natural, non-GMO, OU kosher, 
gluten-free and a great source of antioxidants.

BEE & YOU products are available at Amazon, CVS, and 
3,500 retail outlets in the U.S., including independent health 
food stores throughout NY and NJ. For more information, visit 
Bee-And-You.com. 

An Introduction to Healing Touch

Maria Argen, RN, a certifi ed 
Healing Touch practitioner, 

will talk about the Healing Touch 
Certifi cation Program originally 
founded in 1989 as a continuing 
education program for nurses from1 
to 2:30 p.m., June 13, at the Waldwick 
United Methodist Church. in Bergen County; and from 6:30 to 8 
p.m., June 20, at Holistic Harmony, in Bloomingdale, in Passaic 
County. Th e discussion includes information about the human 
energy fi eld and also teaches a few easy-to-learn techniques. 
 Healing Touch can be used for all ages and is advantageous 
in the treatment of ADHD and autism. Anyone can be trained to 
use this modality as a self-care option or to improve the health 
and well-being of family and friends. It is benefi cial in calming 
anxiety, decreasing pain, strengthening the immune system, en-
hancing recovery from surgery and is complementary to stan-
dard medical care.
 Participants will learn how Healing Touch can safely and 
simply restore balance and renew energy using light touch 
and heart-centered intention. Healing Touch relieves stress 
and supports health and wellness. It is easy to learn and 
enjoyable to do.

Cost is $40. To register for either location (required), call  Argen at 
973-464-5308. For more information about Healing Touch, visit 
HealingTouchTV.com.
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Women’s Healing Circle in River Edge 

Earth’s Healings, 
Bergen County’s 

one-stop metaphysi-
cal shop, is hosting 
a women’s healing 
circle at 6:30 p.m., 
June 6 and 20, led by 
Yudy Veras Bueno, 
a spiritual and emo-
tional guide, speaker 
and author. Th is event is an intimate gathering of courageous 
women and men for the purpose of allowing the full expres-
sion of emotions and channeling the energy toward positive life 
changes and transformation.
 It is an ancient practice rooted in the shamanic traditions 
of indigenous cultures and is oft en referred to as the medicine 
wheel, encompassing and representing the seven chakras of East-
ern practices, as well as the seven sacred directions: West, North, 
East, South, Sky, Earth and Center.
 Th e circle brings back this sacred tradition that has been 
lost or forgotten over time. Participants can experience the 
powerful and proven refl ective meditation for self-awareness 
and healing process.

Location: 792 Kinderkamack Rd., River Edge. To preregister 
(required) or for more information, call 201-800-0570 or visit 
EarthsHealings.com. See ad, page 11.

Learn Access Bars in Paramus

The Access Bars (Bars) class 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., June 15, 

with Christine DiDomenico and 
June 22 with Th eresa Obssuth, is 
a one-day training session where 
participants learn to administer 
an innovative energy clearing 
technique that can create greater 
ease and cultivate more joy in life through greater awareness.
 While training, participants learn how to “run the Bars” and 
will also receive two bars sessions. Th e Bars are 32 points on the 
head that when gently touched, eff ortlessly and easily release 
thoughts, ideas, decisions, beliefs and attitudes that keep us in 
limitation. Access Bars can releases disharmonious thoughts and 
behavior patterns, and their release of these old thoughts and 
patterns can bring greater possibilities into one’s life.
 No prerequisites are required and anyone can learn, including chil-
dren. Class participants receive a certifi cate of completion and become 
qualifi ed to provide Access Bars sessions to family, friends or clients. 
 Licensed massage therapists can earn NCBTMB-approved continu-
ing education units. Providers of other therapies can introduce Access 
Bars into their practice.

Location: Advanced Medical Center, Paramus. For more 
information, or to preregister (required), call Th eresa Obssuth, 
201-655-3836 or Christine DiDomenico 845-825-2361 or visit 
AccessTh eBars.com. See ad, page 2.
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news briefs

July ‘Open Heart’ Event 
in Washington Heights 
Explores Mormon Tradition

The United Palace of Spiritual Arts 
(UPSA), in Washington Heights, 

will host Bishop Kent Larsen for a dis-
cussion of The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-Day Saints at 3 p.m. on July 28. 
The event is part of the UPSA’s Open 
Heart Conversation (OHC) series, an 
educational program that offers an 
inside look at a selection of the world’s 
wisdom traditions and explores the 
impact of faith traditions and spiritual 
practices on our lives. 
 “We want to explore and celebrate 
our world’s rich and varied spiritual and 
religious traditions,” says series host Rev. 
Dr. José M. Román. “With help from 
respected faith leaders who come from 
these traditions, we seek to cultivate a 
heart-centered connection through these 
conversations. Compassion, understand-
ing and even the seeds of friendship are 
planted when we can come together and 
explore our shared desire to experience 
the divine.” 
 Th e July, August and September 
conversations will be taped in front of a live 
audience. On August 25, OHC will explore 
the modern practice of the ancient tradition 
known as Wicca, which promotes peace, 
harmony and balance that sees everything 
connected in oneness. On September 29, 
Rev. Diane Rooney will share thoughts on 
Daoism and the Daoist path of healing. All 
OHC events begin at 3 p.m.
 Previous OHC topics included Islam, 
Judaism, Christianity, Zoroastrianism, 
Hinduism, Buddhism, Native American 
spirituality and African wisdom traditions. 

Location: 4140 Broadway. For tickets and 
information, visit UPSpiritualArts.org. See 
ad, page 2.

The human brain is at particularly high risk for damage by 
free radicals because of its high degree of metabolism 

compared to other tissues, while lacking the levels of an-
tioxidant protection found elsewhere in the body. 

~David Perlmutter
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Paramus Farmers’ Market 
Opens for the Summer

The Paramus Environmental Com-
mission will hold a seasonal grand 

opening of the Paramus Farmers’ Market 
from 2 to 7 p.m., May 29, at the North lot 
of Petruska Park, in Paramus. Th e market 
will be open every Wednesday through 
October 16.

 Th e market off ers a wide variety of locally grown foods 
and vegetables, as well as eggs, jams, pickles, guacamole, olive oils, 
spices, balsamic vinegars, fresh mozzarella, nuts and empanadas. 
Th is year, the  market has a larger selection of prepared foods with 
the addition of new vendors such as Ventimiglia Vineyards, Fon-
tanarosa Ravioli, Pickeliscous, Empanada Mania, Th e Guac Spot, 
Hensler Farms, BANG Cookies and Mortgage Apple Cakes.

Location: 475 Farview Ave. For more information, call 201-265-
2100, ext. 2361,  or email Environmental@paramusborough.org.

Celebrate the Summer 
Solstice in Paramus

Lois Kramer-Perez, CHt, an intuitive 
practitioner and feng shui expert, will 

celebrate all the possibilities the energy of 
fi re brings with activation through activi-
ties and sound healing vibrations from 7 to 
9 p.m., June 21, in Paramus.
 Kramer-Perez will guide participants 
in creating a positive relationship with 
prosperity, embracing the energy of vision and receiving. Th e fi re 
element brings clarity and light to all situations. She uses the vibra-
tions of sounds with chimes, bells and crystal bowls to expand our 
energy and align with our ability to attract and sustain abundant 
prosperity. No meditation experience is required.

Cost: $47 through Jun. 18 or $54 aft er. Location: Paramus, minutes 
from the intersection of Rte. 4 and Rte. 17. For more information 
or to register (required), call 201-906-5767. For more information, 
email Lois@LoisKramerPerez.com or visit LoisKramerPerez.com. 
See ad, page 19.

Lois Kramer-Perez
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Eat Med Diet to 
Boost Performance
What we consume can boost our body 
even in the short term, a new study 
from St. Louis University shows. After 
eating the Mediterranean diet for just 
four days, athletes ran faster than after 
eating a Western diet. In the study, 
published in the Journal of the American 
College of Nutrition, seven women and 
four men ate one of two diets for four 
days: the Mediterranean, with its 
emphasis on whole fruits 
and vegetables, nuts, 
olive oil and whole 
grains, or the 
Western, high in 
trans and satu-
rated fats, dairy, 
refined sugars, 

refined and highly 
processed vegeta-

ble oils, sodium and 
processed foods. After 

a nine-to-16-day break, 
they followed the other diet. 
The athletes exercised on a treadmill 
for five kilometers after each diet and were 

found to have run 6 percent faster after 
following the Mediterranean diet, 

despite similar heart rates 
and perceived levels  

of exertion.

health briefs

Eat More Carbs to  
Lower Heart Risk

Regardless of the type of 
protein consumed, low-
carb diets significantly 
increase the risk of atrial 
fibrillation (AFib),  
according to a study 
presented at the 
latest annual 
meeting of the 
American Col-
lege of Cardiol-
ogy. Analyzing the 
records of almost 

14,000 people over a 20-year period, research-
ers found that diets such as Atkins, ketogenic and 
paleo, which emphasize protein instead of fruits, 
vegetables and grains, boosted the risk of AFib by 
18 percent compared to diets with moderate carb 
intake. Researchers theorize that consuming less 
produce and fewer grains may aggravate inflamma-
tion, while eating high amounts of protein and fat may 
increase oxidative stress. Both conditions are linked 
to AFib, in which the heart beats irregularly, poten-
tially causing palpitations, dizziness and fatigue. It’s 
also linked to a five-fold increase in strokes. 

Imbibe Less to Lower  
Blood Pressure
Even moderate alcohol consumption—seven to  
13 drinks a week—increases the risk of high blood 
pressure, according to a new analysis of the 
health records of 17,000 U.S. adults. Wake 
Forest Baptist Medical Center researchers 
found that the average blood pressure 
among nondrinkers was about 109/67, 
among moderate drinkers 128/79 and 
among heavy drinkers 153/82, based 
on data from the U.S. Centers for 
Disease Control and Preven-
tion for the years 1988 to 
1994. The higher read-
ings could be the result of 
alcohol’s affect on the brain 
and liver, or because it raises 
caloric intake, partly by increasing 
appetite, say the researchers.

Sit Less to Live Longer
For those that don’t move vigorously 

throughout the day—whether 
stuck behind a desk or lying on 
a couch in front of a screen—
there’s good news in a recent 

American Cancer Society study: 
Replacing just 30 minutes a day of 

stationary time with such moderate 
physical activities as brisk walking and 

dancing reduces the risk of dying over 14 
years by a whopping 45 percent. Even 

light activities such as walking slowly, 
playing pool and doing housework 

like vacuuming for half an 
hour reduce mortality 
risk by 15 percent.
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Mindfulness-Based Stress 
Reduction Deals with Physical 
and Psychological Stressors
The eight-week Mindful-
ness-Based Stress Re-
duction (MBSR) course 
developed by Jon Kabat-
Zinn at UMass Medi-
cal School is a carefully 
sequenced training in 
mindfulness practices in-
volving breath and gentle 
body movements, as well 
as methods for incor-
porating mindfulness 
practices into everyday 
life. It defines mindful-
ness as, “The awareness that arises from bringing our 
attention to the present moment, in a particular way, 
and nonjudgmentally.”
 MBSR is the most researched mind-body program in 
the world. Published research has shown that mindful-
ness training can be an important adjunct to conventional 
medical treatment of many disorders, as well as powerful 
way of reducing stress and pain. Physicians refer their 
patients to the MBSR course with conditions including 
asthma, chronic pain, GI stress, high blood pressure, 
anxiety and panic episodes and sleep disturbances, 
stress and heart disease.
 The MBSR course looks at the effects of the “flight-
or-fight” response to one’s health and relationships with 
a focus on developing coping strategies and insights that 
allow participants to better navigate difficult moments. 
Participants often ask themselves how they can con-
sciously respond rather than simply react on the basis of 
our physiological and emotional reactions, and the course 
develops strategies for self-compassion, mindful com-
munication with others and mindful action.
 Tools that participants can take from these practices 
include the capacity to see things more clearly and accept 
how they actually are; take a breath and choose a con-
scious response rather than a gut reaction; understand 
that thoughts are not facts; and more quickly recover 
mental equilibrium and regain balance in difficult situ-
ations. This course helps many people that suffer from 
stress and anxiety because these practices build a reser-
voir of internal resources to address those difficulties.

The Krame Center for Contemplative Studies and Mind-
ful Living located at Ramapo College of New Jersey offers 
this course throughout the year. For more information, visit 
Ramapo.edu/kramecenter. See ad, page 10.

Advertorial

The World Deserves  
Better Toothpaste

While it may not be news 
that consumer demand 
for natural toothpastes 

has increased in recent years, it is 
probably very surprising that many 
so-called “natural” or “healthy” tooth-
pastes still contain toxic ingredients. 
 According to natural health specialist Dr. Joseph Mercola, 
there are several common toothpaste ingredients that should 
be avoided, including triclosan, sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS), 
propylene glycol and artificial sweeteners such as aspartame and 
diethanolamine. The first two are now commonly avoided in 
cosmetics due to their reputation as carcinogens, but the last is 
also a suspected carcinogen, though less well-known.
 Propylene glycol, which is used in antifreeze, is considered an eye, 
lung and skin irritant and suspected to be toxic to organs, although more 
research is needed. Aspartame and similar synthetic sweeteners have 
a long, controversial history because many of them break down in the 
human body as formaldehyde, which has been classified as a probable 
carcinogen by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency since 1986.
 SLS and triclosan are ingredients in the most popular “natu-
ral” toothpaste brands found in supermarkets, such as Tom’s of 
Maine. If consumers desire a toothpaste that actually has natural 
ingredients and does not contain any of these toxins, then Sprin-
jene is the toothpaste to buy. 
 Sprinjene toothpaste sets itself apart with a patented formula 
containing zinc and black seed oil, Nigella sativa, or black cumin, 
used for centuries in Africa and the Middle East for its oral health 
effects. A 2016 study by the Institute of Health states that this seed 
oil not only prevents dental caries, but by promoting bone health, 
it can somewhat heal them. It also promotes wound healing. 
Anti-inflammatory, antibacterial and antifungal properties were 
also cited as benefits of the plant. No animal studies have found 
black seed oil to be toxic and researchers expect similar findings 
when more research is performed on human subjects.
 Sprinjene was created by Dr. Sayed Ibrahim, an organic 
chemist who took inspiration from his Sudanese mother’s 
herbal home-remedies. Ibrahim has been marketing his unique 
creation since 2015 and found so much success that he intro-
duced an even more gentle line for sensitive teeth and children. 
This alternative toothpaste can be found in Bed, Bath & Beyond, 
Costco and more. It is certified vegan, gluten-free, kosher and 
halal, and free of all artificial sweeteners, dyes and preservatives.
 Ibrahim says, “I always believed that the world deserves better 
toothpaste.” It is safe to say he has done just that with Sprinjene. New 
product lines such as lip balms and oral rinses are coming soon.

For more information, call 732-640-1830, email Inquiries@ 
Sprinjene.com or visit Sprinjene.com. See ad, page 11.
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conscious eating

MEDICINAL  
MUSHROOMS
Beyond Buttons and Portabellas

by April Thompson

A handful of mushrooms a day just might keep the doctor 
at bay, according to a mounting body of research provid-
ing powerful evidence of the fungal kingdom’s abilities to 

promote health and fight disease.
 “Mushrooms are pretty spectacular. All edible species benefit 
the immune system and together, support just about every system 
in the human body,” says Stepfanie Romine, an Asheville, North 
Carolina, health coach and author of Cooking With Healing Mush-
rooms: 150 Delicious Adaptogen-Rich Recipes that Boost Immunity, 
Reduce Inflammation and Promote Whole Body Health.
 When Robert Beelman started doing nutritional research on 
mushrooms 20 years ago, they were touted for what they didn’t 
have: fat, calories, sugar, gluten and cholesterol. “Today, we can 
talk about all the good things they contain: fiber, protein, vita-
mins, minerals, antioxidants and other important micronutrients,” 
says the director of the Center for Plant and Mushroom Foods for 
Health at Penn State University.

 Beelman’s research has focused on several micronutrients that 
are bountiful in mushrooms, including the amino acid ergothione-
ine, an antioxidant not found in significant amounts in any other 
plant-based food source. Ergothioneine levels decrease with age, 
and larger drops are associated with cognitive impairment, he says.
 Several large epidemiological studies in Japan and Singapore 
have significantly correlated higher mushroom consumption with 
decreased rates of dementia. Countries where residents eat larger 
amounts of mushrooms also enjoy a higher average life expec-
tancy, even after controlling for other variables, says Beelman.
 Lion’s mane is one variety known to protect cognitive health; it 
stimulates nerve growth factor, a protein that promotes healthy brain 
cells. “Lion’s mane is a cognitive enhancer, and it helps creativity, 
motivation and memory, as well as brain function,” Romine says. 

Ancient Health Aids
Cordyceps and reishi mushrooms are also adaptogens—botanicals 
used for centuries in Asian medicine to help the body adapt to 
stresses, regulate bodily functions and support the immune and 
adrenal systems, according to Romine.
 Turkey tail is one such medicinal mushroom, a longtime treat-
ment for cancer and other diseases in Asia. The tree-based fungus 
contains polysaccharide-K (PSK), that is believed to inhibit cancer 
cell growth and repair immune cell damage after chemotherapy. “Me-
dicinal mushrooms have been approved adjuncts to standard cancer 
treatments in Japan and China for more than 30 years and have an 
extensive clinical history of safe use”, either alone or combined with 
radiation or chemotherapy, according to a literature review published 
by the National Institutes of Health National Cancer Institute.
 Oyster mushrooms, another fungal superstar, contain 

Mushrooms are pretty spectacular.  
All edible species benefit the immune  

system and together, support just about  
every system in the human body.

~Stepfanie Romine
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cholesterol-lowering lovastatin, plentiful 
B vitamins and up to 30 percent protein, 
according to Paul Stamets, one of the 
world’s leading mushroom authorities. 
Oysters are also the most easily digest-
ible mushroom, according to mycologist 
and herbalist Christopher Hobbs, author 
of Medicinal Mushrooms: An Exploration 
of Tradition, Healing & Culture. Hobbs’ 
2017 article in HerbalGram, the peer-re-
viewed journal of the American Botanical 
Council, cites 122 different studies sup-
porting the safety and efficacy of medici-
nal mushrooms such as oysters.

More Than a Pizza Topping
There are myriad creative ways to incorporate 
mushrooms into a diet, says Romine, who rec-
ommends aiming for a half-cup daily cooked 
serving. “Mushrooms are nature’s sponges, 
and will take on the flavor of any sauce, so 
start simply and add sauces sparingly.”
 She suggests sautéing mushrooms with 
a neutral oil, then adding wine or sherry 
and finishing with fresh herbs. Cooking 
with wine can help unlock the beneficial 
compounds the fungi contain, says Ro-
mine. Fresh or dried culinary mushrooms 
like oysters, shiitakes or maitakes can also 
be great additions to morning meals like 
savory oatmeal or tofu scrambles.
 Powdered mushroom extracts, avail-
able online or in health stores, are an easy 
way to infuse meals with fungi’s beneficial 
properties. They mix well into everything 
from raw desserts and baked goods to teas 
and smoothies.
 Whole mushrooms that are tough, 
like reishi and chaga, can be boiled to ex-
tract the healthful elements and consumed 
as a tea or used for soup broth. Romine 
says raw mushrooms are not as flavorful, 
digestible or nutritional as cooked.
 While a mushroom-rich diet can help 
protect and promote health, Romine cautions 
that they are not a cure-all or a substitute for 
a healthy lifestyle. To address specific health 
concerns, she recommends working with 
a dietician or clinical herbalist to develop 
appropriate and effective ways to incorporate 
mushrooms into a health regimen.

April Thompson is a freelance writer in Wash-
ington, D.C. Contact her at AprilWrites.com.

When marinated in classic Old Bay 
Seasoning and sliced into hearty 

rounds, king oyster mushrooms are a pret-
ty convincing stand-in for scallops—espe-
cially once they’ve been seared and braised. 
Corn furnishes a bit more heft, while  
artichokes lend their lightness and  
detoxifying properties.

Yields: 4 servings

For the marinade
1 tsp kelp seasoning blend
2 tsp Old Bay Seasoning
2 Tbsp safflower oil or melted butter
1 Tbsp lemon juice
1 Tbsp apple cider vinegar
⅛ tsp pepper

For the “scallops”
2 (6-oz) packages king oyster mushrooms,  
   sliced into ¾-inch rounds
1 Tbsp safflower oil
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 cup artichoke hearts
1 cup corn kernels (optional)
½ cup dry white wine
1 Tbsp butter
1 Tbsp heavy or cashew cream
1 Tbsp chopped flat-leaf parsley for garnish  
   or prepared mashed potatoes or grits  
   for serving

Mix all marinade ingredients together in a 
container with a tight-fitting lid. Add the 
mushrooms, toss to combine and marinate 
for at least two hours. Remove the mush-
rooms and reserve the remaining marinade.

Place a large skillet over medium-high 
heat. Add the oil, then sear the mushrooms 
on both sides, about two minutes per side, 
then add the remaining marinade, garlic, 
artichoke hearts and corn (if using it).  
Deglaze the pan with the wine, scraping 
the bottom to loosen any brown bits.

Creamy Old Bay  
King Oyster ‘Scallops’

Reduce the heat to medium-low. Cover 
and cook for 10 minutes, until the sauce 
has thickened and the artichokes and corn 
are heated throughout.

Editor’s note: To make an organic  
substitute for Old Bay Seasoning: 
1 Tbsp paprika
1 Tbsp ground bay leaves
½ Tbsp sea salt
1 tsp black pepper
½ tsp red pepper flakes
½ tsp white pepper
½ tsp allspice

Recipe used with permission from Cooking 
With Healing Mushrooms: 150 Delicious 
Adaptogen-Rich Recipes that Boost Immu-
nity, Reduce Inflammation and Promote 
Whole Body Health, by Stepfanie Romine.
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Natural Awakenings recommends using organic, non-GMO (genetically  
modified) and non-bromated ingredients whenever possible.
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Effective Pain Relief  
and More Through  
CranioSacral Therapy
by Catherine Perman

CranioSacral Therapy restores the natural, internal rhythm 
of your body to allow for self-healing and better health and 
wellness. It is a gentle, hands-on method of evaluating and 

enhancing the functioning of the physiological body system called 
the craniosacral system. The craniosacral system is comprised of 
the membranes and cerebrospinal fluid that surround and protect the 
brain and spinal cord. 

Why is it beneficial?
By freeing the central nervous system to perform at its best, Cranio-
Sacral Therapy naturally reduces pain and stress, strengthens your 
resistance to disease and enhances your health and well-being. And, 
because it’s so gentle, CranioSacral Therapy has proven effective for 
all ages, from newborns to elders. 
 This unique therapy releases the internal tension and restric-
tions affecting the brain and spinal cord, which allows the entire body 
to relax and self-correct. As the natural rhythm and movement of ce-
rebrospinal fluid that surrounds the brain and spinal cord are restored, 
clients experience natural healing and internal re-balancing. When re-
strictions are released, they activate self-healing capacities to relieve 
pain-causing dysfunctions in various parts of our body. The therapy 
has been effective in resolving long-held lesions, pain, migraines, 
head and backache discomforts, TMJ disorder and other neurological 
conditions, including emotional, memory and sleep issues. 

How did it begin? 
CranioSacral Therapy was developed by Dr. John E. Upledger 
(Upledger.com), an osteopathic physician featured in TIME magazine 
as one of America’s next wave of innovators. From 1975 to 1983, Dr. 
Upledger was a professor of biomechanics at the Michigan State Uni-
versity, College of Osteopathic Medicine. While he was there, he led 
a team of anatomists, physiologists, biophysicists and bioengineers 
that performed and published the clinical research which formed the 
basis for the modality he named CranioSacral Therapy. 

How did CranioSacral begin for me? 
As a professional opera singer for many decades, my CranioSacral 
Therapist gave me a cutting edge for my profession. Every time I left a 
session, I felt something profound had shifted in me and I indeed had a 
new lease on life. So much that I felt inspired to train only to find that 
each and every colleague benefitted tremendously. The potency of Cra-
nioSacral Therapy never ceases to amaze me, each and every time. 

 Here we are almost 40 years later since Dr. Upledger released 
his techniques to the world, and most people still have no idea how 
important and powerful CranioSacral Therapy is for each and every 
person. I am here to inform and educate.

Testimonials
Stress, Headaches – I feel happier, lighter and like a weight has been 
lifted off of me! Jane S.

Anxiety, Migraines – Thanks Catherine! I feel so great! Whatever 
you did relaxed me! Adele W.

Blurred Vision – I had been to four ophthalmologists and no one had 
an explanation for my blurry vision. After one session with Catherine, 
I got up from the table and my vision was perfectly clear. Amazing! 
Thank you so much! Karen T.

ADD, TMJ, Headaches – My headaches and lower back pain 
was gone and the clicking in my jaw ceased. Most importantly 
Catherine was able to relieve my symptoms of ADD over time, 
allowing me to be more focused, calm and function without 
medication. Jose A.

Neck Pain, TMJ, Teeth Grinding – After 20 years of wearing a 
mouth guard at night, I do not need it anymore! My jaw totally shifted 
to normal! Whew! Rena E.

Vision, Hearing – My vision is clearer and I’m totally hearing differ-
ent tonalities on my favorite CDs. Susan C.

Catherine Perman LMT has a practice in Fort Lee, NJ, 
called BODY THERAPEUTICS, Integrative Body Balanc-
ing Treatments. She uses CranioSacral Therapy on all her 
clients, along with other holistic manual modalities pertinent 
to each client’s needs and goals. 917-701-1162. iahp.com/
Catherine-Perman. See ad, page 41.

~ Advertorial ~
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Help Save the Environment 
with a Water Distillation System

by Maria Karameros

business spotlight

Bottled water 
is not as safe 
as it seems. 

While it may be 
free of carcinogenic 
toxins oft en found 
in reservoirs and 
wells, it is not free 
of one of the latest 
personal and envi-
ronmental health 
concerns—microplastics. H2Only, in Edge-
water, has installed distilled water units 
locally for the last 10 years. Th ese home 
systems have a 12-gallon capacity and can 
be hooked up to the tap, refrigerator or 
both. At a total cost of $3,000 (including a 
15-year warranty) adding a unit to a home 
is a great way to save the environment 
while eventually saving money.
 Distilled water on-tap is economical, 
healthful and perhaps most-importantly, 
environmentally friendly. Clients range 
from government buildings, like the Justice 
Center in Hackensack, to luxury high-rises 
such as Edgewater’s Th e Alexander Apart-
ments. H2O also makes it easy to maintain 
smaller units for homes. 
 Th e Beverage Marketing Corpora-
tion (BMC) reports that each American 
consumes more than 30 gallons of water 
annually. Even though tap water costs just 
49 cents per year on average, the BMC 
announced in 2017 that bottled water is the 
most popular beverage in America, despite 
an annual personal cost of $346. Th is is 
largely a result of the fact that tap water 
may not taste as good as bottled water and 
that consumers tend to believe that bottled 
water is a safer and healthier alternative.
 What contaminates bottled water is 
partly the result of the plastic waste in the 
environment caused by the bottled water 
industry. A study cited by the BMC found 
that 93 percent of bottled water contains 
microplastics such as nylon, polyethylene 
and polypropylene used to create bottles and 

bottle caps. A recent 
report from Forbes 
states that a million 
plastic bottles are 
purchased globally 
every minute and 
an overwhelming 
majority of them are 
not recycled. Th is 
fi gure can be greatly 
reduced by eliminat-

ing water bottles altogether.
 Another factor in bottled water’s 
dubious sustainability has to do with 
its distribution and delivery. Th e peer-
reviewed journal article “Energy Implica-
tions of Bottled Water” found that more 
than 10 billion gallons of bottled water are 
hauled across America annually. Because 
weight is one of the most crucial factors in 
fuel consumption and carbon emissions, 
the corresponding weight of about 90 
billion pounds of bottled water means the 
transportation of drinking water takes a 
huge toll on the environmental.
 One way to reduce the environmental 
impact of the bottled water industry is 
by drinking distilled water on tap using 
refi llable bottles. With a passion for the 
environment, health and great-tasting 
water, Phil Festa, owner of H2Only, used 
his experience as a master plumber to 
create a one-of-a-kind distillation system. 
Samples of his company’s water have a 
total dissolved-solid rating of 0.01 parts 
per million, meaning no more worry-
ing about microparticles of plastic from 
bottled water or the contaminants in local 
tap water  such as lead, which was recently 
discovered in elevated levels throughout 
Bergen County. An added bonus is never 
again having to lug heavy water products 
home from the supermarket.

H2Only is located at 1000 Portside Dr., 
Edgewater, NJ. For more information, call 
201-941-7785 or visit H2OnlyWater.com.

To advertise or 
participate in our 
next issue, call 

201-781-5577

Coming Next Month

Plus:
Urban & Suburban

Agriculture

JULY

Gut
Health

LOCAL FOOD ISSUE
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During nearly 
two decades 
with CNN, 

Dr. Sanjay Gupta has 
covered wars, natural 
disasters and the after-
math of the terrorist 
attack on the World 
Trade Center. Along 
the way, the Western-
trained, practicing neu-
rosurgeon has explored 
myriad health topics, 
including the science 
of alternative medicine 
and the benefits of medical cannabis, the 
subject of his CNN docuseries, Weed.
 He’s written three books: Chasing 
Life: New Discoveries in the Search for 
Immortality to Help You Age Less Today, 
Cheating Death: The Doctors and Medi-
cal Miracles that Are Saving Lives Against 
All Odds and a novel-turned-TV series, 

Sanjay Gupta on 
‘CHASING LIFE’

by Jan Hollingsworth

wise words

Monday Mornings.
        CNN’s chief 
medical correspondent 
recently found himself 
in Japan, soaking in a 
scalding bath—a form 
of stress relief practiced 
there—along with owl 
cafés and forest bathing. 
The visit was part of a 
six-country, immersive 
journey in some of the 
happiest and healthiest 
places on Earth—in-
cluding India, Bolivia, 

Norway, Italy and Turkey—to explore an-
cient traditions and modern practices that 
lead to a healthy and meaningful life.
 The result: Chasing Life, a new docu-
series that aired in April and May, is now 
available on demand via cable/satellite 
systems, the CNNgo streaming platform 
and CNN mobile apps.

What inspired your interest in 
exploring holistic and alterna-
tive healing?
On a very basic level, a lot of people are 
surprised to hear that U.S. life expectancy 
has dropped three years in a row and 
the cost of health care is more than $3.5 
trillion a year. Yet there are places around 
the world where people are living happier, 
healthier lives for a lot less, and longer. 
They must be doing something that’s 
beneficial, and we wanted to find out what 
that might be: What do places around the 
world have to teach us?

To what do you attribute the  
reemergence of traditional  
Indian healing practices?
Ayurvedic medicine is widely practiced 
in India among the healthiest people 
in that part of the world. It’s stood the 
test of time, so it’s worth exploring. In 
the U.S., we have an amazing medical 
system for people who are sick, but they 
aren’t doing as well as expected [which 
is why] there’s an open-mindedness 
that’s happening about one of the oldest 
medical traditions.

What role might ancient  
traditions play in reshaping 
21st-century health care?
If you look at chronic disease in the U.S., 
one could make the argument that 70 to 80 
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percent of it is entirely preventable—most of 
it related to our food. When you look at the 
Ayurvedic diet, how does a culture come up 
with a way of eating going back thousands 
of years? In the U.S., most of our diet is 
based on palate. With Ayurveda, it is more 
about the function of food: Every morsel 
must have some function. The type of food, 
the timing and the temperature at which it 
is cooked is also important. If we really are 
a little more thoughtful about how we view 
the calories we’re consuming, it can make 
a big difference in our health. When we say 
food is our medicine, what does that really 
mean? In India, they’re showing us what it 
means. It’s not that taste is sacrificed; it’s just 
that Ayurveda was driven by function and 
palate came after.

What was the most surprising 
discovery you made on  
this journey?
There were a lot of surprises along the 
way. If you look at the U.S. and life ex-
pectancy, there are a lot of countries that 
are pretty similar in terms of economics, 
labor force and other things. But what is 
happening in the U.S. is pretty unique 
in a lot of ways. In the U.S., this notion 
of rugged individualism is a marker for 
success. We’ve seen high rates of social 
isolation and loneliness—and the toxic-
ity of that. Italy is one of the healthiest 
places in the world, and a lot of that has 
to do with social fabric. That this social 
cohesion could be so protective, even 
without paying attention to things like 
diet and exercise—I think the power of 
that surprised me.

What is an important takeaway 
for you from this experience?
There is a long-held belief that wealth will 
buy health. In Bolivia, there is an indig-
enous tribe that has virtually no evidence 
of heart disease and they don’t even have 
a healthcare system. We shouldn’t auto-
matically equate health to wealth. There 
are a lot of things we can do in our lives 
that can help—right now.

Jan Hollingsworth is the national editor for 
Natural Awakenings.
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When it comes to chiseling 
muscles, recovering from 
injury or reducing stress, men 

are fi nding that hitting the pool might even 
surpass hitting the gym. “Water aerobics 
is a great form of exercise for men looking 
to sculpt their bodies, because water off ers 
multidirectional drag resistance that assists 

JUST ADD WATER
Aquatic Workouts for Him

by Marlaina Donato

in developing muscle balance within the 
body,” says Denver aquatic fi tness trainer 
Sean Sullivan.
 Pool workouts off er men and women 
of all ages and condition a low-impact, 
energizing way to get fi t and burn calories. 
From specialized classes for patients with 
Parkinson’s disease to relief from the pain 

fit body of arthritis and fi bromyalgia, water aero-
bics harbors benefi ts for everyone. 
 Th e Mayo Clinic adds improved car-
diovascular health to the reasons why more 
men are joining classes that were previously 
considered to be a women’s domain. A 
recent meta-analysis of 14 studies pub-
lished in the European Journal of Preventive 
Cardiology found that aquatic exercise can 
signifi cantly lower blood pressure. Another 
study published in the Asian Journal of 
Sports Medicine reached a similar conclu-
sion when men that underwent 55 minutes 
of aquatic exercise three times a week ex-
hibited marked reductions in hypertension. 

Go Vertical for 
Stronger Muscles
Water aerobics classes, which don’t involve 
swimming, are conducted in waist-high 
water. Th ese vertical workouts provide 75 
percent more resistance than land-based 
exercise. “When you perform a bicep curl 
in the water with no equipment, not only 
do you exercise the bicep muscle on the 
way up, but because of drag resistance, 
you’re also exercising your triceps muscle 
on the way down, for a balanced workout,” 
says Sullivan.
 Exercise physiologist Clinton Maclin, 
of the Piedmont Atlanta Fitness Center, in 
Georgia, concurs. “Aqua aerobics helps all 
muscle groups benefi t from increased en-
durance, resistance and range of motion.” 
For optimum fi tness, Maclin recommends 
getting wet for a minimum of two-and-a-
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half hours per week to stay in condition. 
 The heart is also a muscle that 
benefits greatly from aquatic fitness. 
“Hydrostatic pressure is a property of 
water that aids in blood flow return to 
the heart, which may lead to a reduction 
in heart rate,” says Sullivan. “It’s a physi-
ological benefit from simply immersing 
oneself in water.”

Less Pain, More Flexibility
A number of recent studies have shown 
that aquatic exercise can ease pain in 
conditions such as fi bromyalgia and also 
improve fl exibility in joints. It’s recom-
mended by both the Osteoarthritis 
Research Society International and by the 
American College of Rheumatology.
 In the water, older individuals can 
exercise without the risk of falling. “Th e 
water creates buoyancy, making it less 
likely to make sudden movements. Th e low 
impact of the water allows longer partici-
pation time, mobility and stability,” says 
Maclin. “Seniors can participate in higher-
intensity movements and perform more 
activities, even while injured.”
 Aqua aerobics helps improve bal-
ance and is also a boon to soft tissue. 
“Warm water provides a tremendous 
benefit to tendons and ligaments, add-
ing mobility, flexibility and well-being,” 
notes instructor and fitness trainer 
Márcia Wilken, in Shawano, Wisconsin. 
“Seniors can benefit most from water 
exercise at least twice a week. It can also 
improve cognitive thinking and helps to 
promote a better sleep pattern.” 

Rehabilitation, 
Parkinson’s Disease
and Multiple Sclerosis
Aquatic therapy in warm water helps to 
facilitate recovery aft er joint surgery and 
injuries, including anterior cruciate liga-
ment tears in the knee. “Warm pools are 
a great environment for young athletes 
recovering from sports-related injuries. 
Hydrostatic pressure reduces swelling 
of the injured area, allowing for greater 
range of motion. Buoyancy reduces the 
load placed upon the injured area and 
reduces pain,” says Sullivan. “Th e proper-
ties of water allow injured athletes to 

begin the recovery process sooner.”
 For individuals with Parkinson’s, the 
American Parkinson Disease Association 
recommends aquatic exercise for improved 
balance and pain reduction. In 2014, the 
European Journal of Experimental Biol-
ogy published an eight-week Iranian study 
involving 60 men with multiple sclerosis that 
concluded it improved balance.
 Water resistance does a body good, 
but the experts suggest one-on-one 
attention for best results. “I strongly 
recommend finding an aquatic fitness 

and rehabilitation specialist, because not 
all exercises are beneficial for everyone,” 
says Sullivan.  
 Wilken agrees. “A trainer can teach 
technique and different ways to move 
in the water, as well as proper breath-
ing and good body alignment. It will 
double the benefits.”

Marlaina Donato is the author of several 
books on spirituality and clinical aromather-
apy. She is also a composer. Connect at 
AutumnEmbersMusic.com.
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With 5.8 million Americans  
living with Alzheimer’s 
disease, there’s no shortage of 

advice on how to enhance, preserve and 
restore brain function. Judging from the 
assortment of brain training games and 
apps to the multitude of books promising 
ways to avoid or even reverse dementia, 
a growing number of aging Americans 
want to know the best strategies for pre-
venting and treating cognitive decline and 
memory loss.

Prevention: A ‘No-Brainer’
As with any disease, prevention through-
out the life cycle is key, but especially im-
portant for Alzheimer’s—the leading cause 
of dementia worldwide. According to the 

Alzheimer’s Association, the illness is con-
sidered a slowly progressive brain disease 
that begins well before symptoms emerge. 
Despite predictions that the number of 
afflicted Americans will reach nearly 14 
million by 2050, there are no drug cures. 
 David Perlmutter, M.D., a board-cer-
tified neurologist based in Naples, Florida, 
and an editorial board member of the Jour-
nal of Alzheimer’s Disease, summarizes a 
recent study evaluating the effectiveness 
of currently available Alzheimer’s medica-
tions. “Not only were Alzheimer’s patients 
who were taking these drugs not gaining 
any benefit, but their rate of cognitive 
decline was worsened when they were on 
the Alzheimer’s medications,” thus making 
lifestyle risk reduction even more critical.

Brain-Savers
Smart Strategies for  
Preventing Dementia

by Melinda Hemmelgarn

 Dale Bredesen, M.D., a professor in 
the UCLA Department of Neurology and 
author of The End of Alzheimer’s: The First 
Program to Prevent and Reverse Cognitive 
Decline, has studied the disease’s neu-
robiology for decades. He believes drug 
therapies have failed because scientists 
neglected to focus on why individuals 
develop the disease in the first place. He 
emphasizes, “Alzheimer’s is not a single 
disease,” even if the symptoms appear to 
be the same. Bredesen says it’s the result 
of the brain trying to protect itself from 
multiple metabolic and toxic threats.
 Bredesen developed the ReCODE 
(reversal of cognitive decline) protocol, an 
ambitious, comprehensive and personal-
ized therapeutic program that includes 
genetic, cognitive and blood testing, plus 
supplements and lifestyle improvements, 
including stress reduction, improved 
sleep, diet and exercise. With the goal of 
identifying and treating the individual’s 
pathway to disease, ReCODE addresses 
fixing five key areas he believes form the 
underlying origins and progression of 
Alzheimer’s disease: insulin resistance; 
inflammation/infections; hormone, nutri-
ent and nerve growth factors; toxins; and 
dysfunctional nerve synapses.
 The Lancet International Commis-
sion on Dementia Prevention, Interven-
tion and Care also advocates multiple 
points of action. By addressing nine “po-
tentially modifiable risk factors” through-
out the lifespan, the commission says, 
“More than one-third of global dementia 
cases may be preventable.” These factors 
include maximizing education in early 
life; controlling hypertension, obesity 
and hearing loss in mid-life; and in later 
life, managing depression and diabetes, 
increasing physical activity and social 
contact, and not smoking.

Food as Medicine
Martha Clare Morris, Sc.D., a nutritional 
epidemiologist at the Rush University Medi-
cal Center, in Chicago, and author of Diet 
for the MIND: The Latest Science on What 
to Eat to Prevent Alzheimer’s and Cognitive 
Decline, says, “Given that Alzheimer’s dis-
ease is known as an oxidative-inflammatory 
disease, there has to be a dietary influence.”
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 From two decades of research involv-
ing more than 10,000 people, Morris 
developed the MIND diet, which stands 
for “Mediterranean-DASH Intervention 
for Neurodegenerative Delay”. It’s a hybrid 
of the Mediterranean and DASH (Dietary 
Approaches to Stop Hypertension) diets, 
modified to include specific components 
from each that offer the most protection 
against dementia. Morris identifies 10 
brain-healthy dietary components: leafy 
greens, vegetables, berries, whole grains, 
nuts, seafood, poultry, beans and legumes, 
olive oil, and one glass of wine per day; 
plus five unhealthy components to limit: 
sweets and pastries, red meats, fried and 
fast foods, whole-fat cheese and butter or 
margarine containing trans fat.
 Morris found those individuals 
that most closely followed the dietary 
recommendations lowered their risk for 
Alzheimer’s disease by as much as 53 
percent, while those following the diet 
moderately well showed a reduction of 
about 35 percent.
 Morris acknowledges a number of 
common aging-related, yet treatable, 
conditions that can cause “dementia-
like symptoms,” including low thyroid 
hormones and vitamin B12 deficiency. She 
also identifies specific brain-protective 
compounds including vitamins E, B12, 

folate and niacin, plus lutein, omega-3 
fatty acids, beta carotene and flavonoids 
found in colorful fruits and vegetables, 
tea and nuts.
 She is currently testing the MIND 
diet, plus a mild calorie restriction on 600 
individuals 65 to 84 years old living in 
Boston and Chicago; results are expected 
in 2021. The Alzheimer’s Association is 
also recruiting individuals for a new life-
style intervention study.
 Aarti Batavia, a registered dietitian 
based in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and a  
certified practitioner of functional medi-
cine trained in the ReCODE protocol, 
says, “Diets that are good for the heart are 
good for the brain.” But she also warns 
that many common medications such as 
statins, antihistamines, some antidepres-
sants and proton pump inhibitors (that 
reduce stomach acid, which is required for 
absorbing vitamin B12) can increase the 
risk for dementia.

Smart Steps
As we continue to discover how genetics, 
environment and lifestyle factors intersect, 
take the following smart steps to promote 
longevity and vibrant brain health:

1 Monitor and control blood 
sugar: Type 2 diabetes increases 

About Wheat 
and Other Grains
When considering whether to restrict or 
include grain in one’s diet, consider the 
following:

n Individuals with celiac or non-celiac 
gluten sensitivity should avoid wheat 
and other gluten-containing grains such 
as barley and rye.

n According to nutritional epidemiolo-
gist Martha Clare Morris, diets rich 
in high-fiber whole grains, including 
wheat, decrease inflammation and 
oxidative stress, and improve cogni-
tion. She says, “Diets higher in fiber are 
linked to lower rates of diabetes and 
heart disease,” both of which increase 
risk of dementia.

n Author Brenda Davis’ “grain hierar-
chy” promotes whole, intact grains as 
key in controlling blood sugar.

n Whole grains are high in vitamins E 
and B, which protect against cognitive 
decline. 

n Dr. David Perlmutter, who supports 
high-fiber diets, but advocates avoiding 
gluten, warns against shopping in the 
gluten-free aisle. Foods there might not 
have gluten, he says, but they’re going to 
“powerfully raise your blood sugar.”

n Choose organic grains to avoid expo-
sure to pesticide residues.

Learn More
n The Alzheimer’s Association diet study: Tinyurl.com/AlzheimerAssociationDiet
n Beyond Pesticides: BeyondPesticides.org
n Blue Zones: BlueZones.com
n Brain Health Education and Research Institute: BrainHealthEducation.org 
n ConsumerLab.com: assesses effectiveness and safety of supplements conducive to  
     brain health.
n Glycemic index and load: Tinyurl.com/GlycemicIndexAndLoad 
n Integrative Environmental Medicine, edited by Aly Cohen, M.D., and  
     Frederick vom Saal, Ph.D.
n Food Sleuth Radio interviews: Tinyurl.com/Food-Sleuth-Radio
    Aarti Batavia: to be posted on Food Sleuth site this month 
     Brenda Davis: Tinyurl.com/BrendaDavisInterview, 
     Tinyurl.com/BrendaDavisOnFoodSleuth
    Brenda Davy: Tinyurl.com/BrendaDavyInterview 
    Teresa Martin: Tinyurl.com/TeresaMartinInterview, Tinyurl.com/TeresaMartinAudio 
    Martha Clare Morris: Tinyurl.com/MarthaClareMorrisInterview 
    David Perlmutter: to be posted on Food Sleuth site this month
    Dorothy Sears: Tinyurl.com/DorothySearsInterview
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the risk for dementia. Brenda Davis, a 
registered dietitian in Vancouver, British 
Columbia, and author of The Kick Diabe-
tes Cookbook: An Action Plan and Recipes 
for Defeating Diabetes, advises reducing 
the glycemic load of the diet by limiting 
refined carbohydrates and sugars, and 
eating a high-fiber, plant-based diet.
 Dorothy Sears, Ph.D., a member of 
the executive committee of the Center 
for Circadian Biology at the University 
of California, San Diego, says it’s not just 
what we eat that matters, but when. She 
discovered multiple metabolic benefits, 
including reduced blood sugar, with pro-
longed nightly fasting—13 hours between 
the last meal at night and the first meal in 
the morning.
 Brenda Davy, Ph.D., a registered 
dietitian and researcher at Virginia Tech, 
in Blacksburg, says hydration can influ-
ence blood sugar, weight and cognition, 
especially among middle-aged and older 
populations. She recommends drinking 
two cups of water prior to meals to moder-
ate food intake.

2 Focus on ‘good’ fats: Olive oil, 
nuts, avocados, and omega-3 fatty  

acids found in fatty, cold-water fish 
protect both the heart and brain. Mi-
chael Lewis, M.D., based in Potomac, 
Maryland, recommends an “omega-3 
protocol” to help his patients recover 
from traumatic brain injury, which can 
increase risk for dementia.

3 Spice up your diet: Batavia recom-
mends cooking with brain-protecting 

herbs and spices such as turmeric, cinna-
mon, thyme and rosemary, which can help 
reduce inflammation and risk for dementia.

4 Mind your gut: Western medicine 
has historically separated the brain from 

the rest of the body. But research on the 
“gut-brain axis” shows there’s communica-
tion between our gut microbes and brain, 
plus direct links to neurodevelopmental 
disorders and dementia. “What goes on in 
the gut influences every manner of activity 
within the brain: the health of the brain, the 
functionality of the brain, the brain’s resis-
tance to disease process and even mood,” 
says Perlmutter.
 Both Perlmutter and Teresa Martin, 
a registered dietitian in Bend, Oregon, 
emphasize the importance of high-fiber 
plant foods that gut microbes need to 
produce beneficial, short-chain fatty acids 
to protect against inflammation, insulin 
resistance and “leaky gut”.

5 Prioritize sleep: All brain (and gut) 
experts recommend adequate sleep—

seven to eight hours each night—to restore 
body and mind.

6     Exercise: Both Morris and Perlmut-
ter recommend aerobic activities in 

particular, like walking, swimming and 
cycling, to improve blood circulation to 
the brain and increase the production of 

Protecting and Nourishing  
Gut Microbiota

Dietitian Teresa Martin suggests:
n Strive to eat a wide variety of plant species and at least 30 grams of fiber every day 
(some cooked and some raw).
n Limit “microbial assassins”, including refined carbohydrates and added sugar (no 
more than 25 grams or six teaspoons of added sugar per day); sugar substitutes; food 
additives such as polysorbate-80 and carboxymethylcellulose; smoking and vaping; 
chronic stress; antimicrobial soaps and sanitizers; antibiotics; proton pump inhibitors; 
high-fat diets; and processed meats.
n Move every day for at least 30 minutes; don’t sit for more than 30 minutes and get outside.
n Relax with yoga, meditation or mindfulness.
n Sleep seven to eight hours each night.

a hormone called brain-derived neuro-
trophic factor, which is responsible for 
stimulating neuron growth and protecting 
against cognitive decline.

7 Avoid environmental toxins: 
Exposure to pesticides, pollutants 

and heavy metals such as lead, mercury 
and arsenic can increase the risk of 
neurodegenerative disorders, including 
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. Choosing 
organic food both reduces exposure to 
toxins and protects water quality and 
farmworker health.
 Virginia Rauh, Ph.D., deputy  
director of the Columbia Center for 
Children’s Environmental Health, in 
New York City, spoke at the National 
Pesticide Forum in Manhattan in April. 
She explains that of the 5,000 new 
chemicals introduced each year, “at least 
25 percent are neurotoxic,” and even  
very low-level exposure can harm chil-
dren’s neurodevelopment.

8  Socialize: In studies of “Blue Zone” 
populations that enjoy longevity with 

low rates of dementia, social engagement 
appears to be the secret sauce for quality 
of life.

Melinda Hemmelgarn, the “Food Sleuth”, 
is an award-winning registered dietitian, 
writer and nationally syndicated radio host 
based in Columbia, MO. Reach her  
at FoodSleuth@gmail.com.
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healing ways

The prostate is about the size of a 
walnut, yet this tiny gland can be 
the source of major problems for 

many men. Most potential health risks 
are preventable and treatable with proper 
diet, lifestyle changes—and a new array of 
natural approaches.
 Holistic and integrative practitioners 
are looking beyond traditional supple-
ments like saw palmetto, lycopene, pygeum 
and green tea extract to treat common con-
ditions such as enlargement of the prostate 
or benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), 
which can develop as men grow older.
 Rob Raponi, a naturopathic doctor 
in Vaughan, Ontario, sees men struggling 
with nocturia, an effect of BPH that wakes 
them during the night with the urge to 
urinate. “It interrupts your sleep, which ac-
cumulates and starts to interrupt your day,” 
says Raponi, who uses zinc-rich ground 
flax and pumpkin seeds to ease BPH 
urinary symptoms and inflammation. He’s 
also achieving positive results by utilizing 
combinations of rye grass pollen extract. 
He says, “It seems to work wonders.”

Confronting Cancer 
According to the American Cancer Society, 
about one in nine men will be diagnosed 

Nature’s Toolbox
The Key to Prostate Health

by Melanie Laporte

with prostate cancer, the second-leading 
cause of male deaths in U.S. However, it’s 
also one of the most preventable cancers.
 “The key is to make our body inhospi-
table to mutating cells which could form 
cancer that ultimately threatens your life,” 
says Lorenzo Cohen, Ph.D., director of 
the Integrative Medicine Program at The 
University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer 
Center, in Houston. Part of the answer may 
lie in the human gut, which makes diet 
central to addressing prostate issues.
 According to a recent review of 
research published in Prostate Cancer and 
Prostatic Diseases, the microbiome—a 
community of microbes that supports 
digestion and the immune system—may 
influence prostate inflammation and the 
development of prostate cancer. “The 
microbiome’s ability to affect systemic 
hormone levels may also be important, 
particularly in a disease such as prostate 
cancer that is dually affected by estrogen 
and androgen levels,” it concludes.

The Nutritional Factor
“A plant-centered diet with low-glycemic-
load foods feeds your microbiome, which 
is at its healthiest and will thrive when it’s 
fed healthy soluble fibers provided exclu-

sively from the plant world,” says Cohen, 
the author of Anticancer Living: Transform 
Your Life and Health with the Mix of Six. 
 Antioxidants and plant nutrients 
counterbalance oxidative stress and dam-
age, adds Cohen. “Cruciferous and bracken 
vegetables—raw kale, broccoli, Swiss chard, 
dark leafy greens and soy—invigorate the 
prostate. Also, a couple of Brazil nuts per 
day give a healthy dose of selenium to 
decrease risk factors.” 
 Jim Occhiogrosso, a Fort Myers, 
Florida-based natural health practitioner 
and author of Your Prostate, Your Libido, 
Your Life, notes that most incidences of 
prostate cancer are slow growing and not 
aggressive. “One of my first clients was in 
his early 80s, was diagnosed with prostate 
cancer, and treated it with only herbs. 
Fifteen years later, in his mid-90s, he still 
has prostate cancer. He’s still doing fine and 
getting around, albeit slowly.”
 Occhiogrosso says he uses herbal 
mixtures of saw palmetto, “which is a good 
supplement for beefing up the immune sys-
tem—also solar berry, mushroom extracts, 
vitamin C and full-fraction vitamin E.” 
 Mark Stengler, a naturopathic doctor 
and co-author of Outside The Box Cancer 
Therapies: Alternative Therapies That Treat 
and Prevent Cancer, recommends a blend 
of five grams of modified citrus pectin, 200 
milligrams of reishi mushroom and 1,000 
milligrams of green tea extract taken two 
to three times per day, plus vitamin D.
 The five-year survival rate for men 
diagnosed with prostate cancer is about 98 
percent, and it’s been rising for the last few 
years. Early diagnosis is critical, says Ra-
poni. “If you stop prostate cancer when it’s 
still in stage one or early on, the five-year 
survival rate is 100 percent, but if it’s later 
on, it starts to drop into the 70s.”
 The same measures employed to pre-
vent prostate issues—whole foods, natural 
herbs and regular exercise—should still be 
pursued, but more aggressively if cancer 
should develop. “The intensity becomes 
more salient after diagnosis,” says Cohen, 
“but we don’t need a diagnosis to up our 
game with healthy living.” 

Melanie Laporte is a licensed massage thera-
pist and health writer based in Austin, Texas.
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For patients that feel fatigued, have an increased heart rate, 
experience shortness of breath, feel numbness or tingling in 
their extremities, have trouble walking and/or notice their 

skin is pale, a trip to the emergency room seems reasonable. While 
some of these symptoms can be indicators of a health emergency, 
they can also be indications that the patient, along with about 40 
percent of the U.S. population, has a vitamin B12 deficiency.
 Traditionally, vitamin B12 deficiencies were associated with 
vegan and vegetarian diets, because B12 is derived from meats, 
dairy and eggs, and is a nutrient that the human body can’t pro-
duce it on its own. Yet it’s an essential nutrient that is critical for 
the proper formation of red blood cells, making DNA, and nerve 
function; without it, some serious conditions can arise. These can 
include neurological disorders, depression, cognitive difficulties, 
anemia, paranoia/delusions, loss of taste/smell and vision loss.
 Besides diets lacking or containing insufficient amounts of 
meats, dairy and eggs, long-term use of certain medications can 
also cause vitamin B12 deficiencies. It’s a dangerously sneaky side 
effect that does not often express itself until it’s too late. Unlike 
other drug side effects, like dizziness, nausea, drowsiness, etc., 
by the time it’s discovered, the deficiency already exists and is 
sometimes irreversible. Among the medications that have been 
shown to deplete B12 are the diabetes drug Metformin, proton-

Vitamin B12 Deficiency
Not Just for Vegans

by Doug Pucci

pump inhibitors (PPI) which can interfere with the body’s ability 
to absorb B12, and the Parkinson’s drugs Carbidopa and Levodopa.
 Older people can be at risk of developing a B12 deficiency 
because their bodies produce less stomach acid, which is neces-
sary for B12 absorption. Anyone that has had weight-loss surgery 
is more likely to have lower B12 levels because the surgery hampers 
the body’s ability to pull B12 from consumed foods. Some health 
conditions can also make someone more prone to a B12 deficiency, 
including pernicious anemia, Crohn’s disease, celiac disease, 
lupus, Graves’ disease and atrophic gastritis.
 Pregnant women need to be especially careful to get enough 
dietary B12 and folate from leafy green vegetables in their diets be-
cause a B12 deficiency can lead to developmental delays in babies. 
 Besides taking a good B12 supplement, it helps to make sure 
our diet consists of foods that also deliver the necessary nutrient 
in whole food forms. These include fish (particularly trout, wild-
caught salmon, sardines and clams), poultry, meat (especially liver 
and kidneys, but avoid processed meats), raw or cultured dairy 
(a highly absorbable source) and eggs. Nondairy milks like soy, 
almond, and rice that are fortified can contain decent amounts of 
B12, as well. While a few plants like seaweed, some mushrooms, 
and algae contain B12, the body doesn’t absorb it as efficiently from 
these sources, so while those are all beneficial for other nutrients, 
they are less so for B12. In other words, vegans and vegetarians 
need to use other sources of this vital nutrient.
 For those that fit into any of the higher-risk categories that 
are prone to vitamin B12 deficiency, it’s wise to speak with a doctor 
about getting regular blood tests to monitor levels. If they’re low, 
they can ask for the recommendation of a high-quality supple-
ment to get them back up to a safe level, and consider changing 
their diet to include B12-rich foods.

Dr. Doug Pucci, DC, FAAIM, adheres to a 
functional medicine approach to patient care and 
believes in treating underlying, root causes of dis-
ease. In practice, he provides nutrition, advanced 
testing for hormones and gut microbiome, blood 
testing, epigenetics and brain/body well-being. 
For more information, call 201-261-5430 or visit 
GetWell-Now.com. See ad, page 3.

GROW  
Your Business

Contact us for special ad rates.
201-781-5577
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practitioner profile

Liz Carrara is 
a registered 
dietitian 

nutritionist at Body 
Positive Works that 
specializes in eating 
disorders. She has 
helped clients from 
all walks of life heal 
their relationship 
with food. To help 
her clients achieve 
food neutrality, Car-
rara uses an anti-diet approach incorporat-
ing intuitive eating principles that assist 
her clients to attune to their own biological 
hunger, fullness and satiety.
 Carrara has worked in different 
levels of care in eating disorder treat-
ment and prioritizes collaborating with 
a team approach to wellness. Eating 
disorders typically fall under the aegis 
of behavioral health, so pairing nutri-
tion services with therapy, primary care 
and psychiatry ensures an adequate, 

holistic approach 
to recovery.
    “Early 
intervention with 
a consistent, full 
team approach is 
the gold standard 
approach to care,” 
says Carrara. “Our 
current society 
idolizes a diet 
industry that per-
petuates the fear 

of food, often leading to eating patterns 
reliant on external rules versus our own 
biological drive to eat. This undoubtedly 
leads to overeating or bingeing later on. 
Through counseling, people can recon-
nect to their bodies and learn to self-
regulate intake based on their needs, not 
an unsustainable plan.”
 Carrara is passionate about eating 
disorder prevention and early interven-
tion. In addition to direct patient care, she 
regularly hosts workshops in the commu-

nity, speaks to students at the high school 
and college level and is also an adjunct 
professor at New York University, teaching 
a Nutritional Aspects of Eating Disorders 
summer session course.
 Carrara uses a weight-inclusive 
“health at every size” approach, meaning 
there is no weight requirement for being 
“sick”, and all body sizes and disordered 
eating patterns deserve treatment. She 
provides care through the lens of intuitive 
eating principles, ultimately working on 
permission to eat when hungry, stopping 
when full and ensuring preferred foods 
are eaten to achieve adequate satisfaction. 
These evidence-based approaches leave 
clients feeling confident in their ability to 
self-regulate their intake with all foods and 
limit compulsive eating.
 “A great benefit to this work is ulti-
mate freedom with food”, says Carrara. “Its 
normal to think about food about 20 to 
25 percent of the day (roughly just before 
and while we’re eating), although if you’re 
experiencing more than that, it may be 
time to seek help.”

Body Positive Works is located at 96 E. 
Allendale Rd., in Saddle River. For more 
information or to schedule an appointment, 
call 201-708-8448, email Info@BodyPosi-
tiveWorks.com or visit BodyPositiveWorks.
com. See ad, page 11.

Finding Freedom from Food Disorders
by Thomas Brenton
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Pre-Wired  
for the Future

Transportation Drives  
Urban Planning

by Jim Motavalli

green living

 The Boston Redevelopment Authority has expressed concern that 
the residents of buildings without parking will simply add to conges-
tion on neighborhood streets, but a report by Atlantic Cities (now called 
CityLab) found that 45 percent of residents in five census tracts around 
one proposed car-free Boston building didn’t even own cars, so a pos-
sible “no cars” covenant could be part of a lease. 
 According to the Smart Growth America report Empty 
Spaces, most TOD developments build reduced parking lots, yet 
even those turned out to be too big; on average, its study of five 
such developments shows they were 58 to 84 percent occupied. 

Wiring for EVs: It’s the Law
It can be expensive to retrofit buildings with wiring for electric 
cars, because “trenching” under existing pavement is usually 
required. A California Air Resources Board report in 2015 put 
these costs per building at between $3,750 and $6,975, and 
that’s just for the wiring. Costs are reduced 64 to 75 percent 
if the buildings are wired when they’re built, according to an 
Energy Solutions/Pacific Gas and Electric report.
 California has become the leader in requiring EV prewiring 
in new construction of multifamily dwellings and nonresidential 
developments. The state began requiring wiring for Level 2 (240-
volt) EV charging in 2015.
 Chelsea Sexton, a Los Angeles-based electric car advocate 
and advisor, backs the state law, with caveats. “Where there is 
parking included,” she says, “most buildings and public lots 
should be pre-wired for EV charging—while it is the most cost 
effective to do so and preserves the most flexibility for that 
property going forward.”
 It’s not just California. Atlanta passed a city ordinance in 
2017 that will require all new residential homes and public park-
ing areas to accommodate EVs. Some 20 percent of the spaces 
have to be ready to be connected. In Washington state, 5 percent 
of parking spaces in new construction have to be wired for EVs. 
In Colorado, which has the goal of nearly a million EVs on state 
roads by 2030, the cities of Denver, Fort Collins, Boulder and 
Aspen all require new one- and two-family residential construc-
tion to be EV-ready. There are also EV-friendly laws in New York 
City, Hawaii, Oregon and Montgomery County, Maryland.
 Tom Saxton, the chief science officer of the Plug In America 
advocacy group, based in Los Angeles, says, “It’s super-important to 
prewire for EVs. New buildings will last for 50 to 100 years, and in 
that time, EVs will become a much bigger slice of our transportation 
future than they are now.”

Jim Motavalli, of Fairfield, CT, is an author and freelance journalist. 
Connect at JimMotavalli.com.

The Congress for the New Urbanism, a Washington, D.C.-
based advocacy nonprofit, has some decisive views about 
what makes a walkable community: “complete streets” that 

are designed for bicyclists, pedestrians and transit. What  
it doesn’t have is cars—at least not those with tailpipes.
 City planners are increasingly designing green buildings 
without parking, and mandating—where it exists—that wiring 
for zero-emission electric vehicles (EV) is part of the plan. Oslo, 
Norway, for instance, has become known as the electric car capital 
of the world, yet it has also replaced considerable on-street parking 
with bike lanes and sidewalks. Its city center went mostly car-free 
this year, and according to Fast Company magazine, it’s a huge suc-
cess: “Parking spots are now bike lanes, transit is fast and easy, and 
the streets (and local businesses) are full of people.”
 Until recently, a new apartment building without parking was 
unthinkable, but architects are now contemplating—and build-
ing—just such new construction. A 13,000-square-foot, mixed-use 
development in Boston is being built with 16 rental units—and no 
onsite parking. Boston is a transit-friendly city and the complex is 
just a quarter mile from a Red Line subway stop. The city is a hub for 
what the Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Institute, a project of 
the U.S. High Speed Rail Association, calls “the creation of compact, 
walkable, pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use communities centered 
around high-quality train systems.”
 Also proposed in the city is a five-story, 56-unit apartment 
building that features a gym, media room, a rack for several 
dozen bicycles—but no parking. The structure is adjacent to the 
Red Line, and the plan aligns with efforts by the Boston Planning 
and Development Agency to reduce—to zero in some cases—the 
ratio of units to parking spaces.

It’s super-important to prewire for EVs.  
New buildings will last for 50 to 100 years, 

and in that time, EVs will become  
a much bigger slice of our transportation 

future than they are now.   
~Tom Saxton, Plug In America
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healthy kids

When Denaye Barahona, of New 
York City, became a parent, 
she felt compelled to buy 

everything for her son. “We are inundated 
as a culture with so many products for our 
kids that it’s hard to differentiate what we 
need; it really wears us down,” she says.

The Minimalist Family
Trading Clutter for Calm

by Meredith Montgomery

 While working on her Ph.D. in child 
development, Barahona discovered—both 
in research and personal experience—that 
kids actually thrive with less stuff. And so 
she began her journey toward minimalism 
by purging toys and clothes, eventually 
founding SimpleFamilies.com.

 Cary Fortin and Kyle Quilici, of San 
Francisco, believe time is better spent expe-
riencing life with people than managing, 
organizing, cleaning and buying things. 
Their book New Minimalism: Declutter-
ing and Design for Sustainable, Intentional 
Living is a call to adopt a more mindful 
life. Fortin says, “You decide first what you 
value, how you want to spend your days, 
how you want to feel, and then reflect these 
values in your physical space.”
 “Minimalism is not about living in a 
tiny home and never owning more than 
100 things; it’s about figuring out what 
brings value and purpose to your life and 
letting go of the rest,” says Atlanta’s Zoë 
Kim, author of Minimalism for Families: 
Practical Minimalist Living Strategies to 
Simplify Your Home and Life.
 
The Benefits
Time is precious, especially for parents. 
More free time is gained when a toy col-
lection is significantly reduced, but other 
benefits result, as well. A 2018 University 
of Toledo study published in Infant Be-
havior and Development suggests toddlers 
engage in more focused and creative play 
when faced with fewer choices. “Kids who 
previously tore through bins or who didn’t 
care about their belongings immediately 
begin engaging with toys more appropri-
ately and for longer periods of time,” says 
Barahona, the author of Simple Happy 
Parenting: The Secret of Less for Calmer 
Parents and Happier Kids. 
 Research also indicates that our lim-
ited stores of willpower are depleted more 
quickly when we are flooded with deci-
sions. “When you have less stuff in a room 
and less choices to make, your mental state 
actually improves—you have more clarity 
and can focus better,” she says. “Because 
kids are so much more easily stimulated, 
they feel the impact of a chaotic room 
even more than adults.”
 Minimalism also arms children with 

Set Physical Boundaries
Establish rules for what can be stored, where and how much. Childhood keepsakes, 
artwork, craft supplies and school papers can accumulate quickly. Limit how much can 
be kept by designating a box for toys or a wall to display art. Digital photos allow the 
memories to be kept without taking up physical space.

Create a ‘Why’ Statement 
Determine how we want to feel in a space, document it and refer to it for inspiration 
and guidance, especially when feeling frustrated or lost.

Practice ‘One In, One Out’ 
Every time a new item enters the home, an old item needs to leave.

Buy Better Toys
The right toys invite kids to play more creatively over many years. Character toys may 
invoke more initial joy and giddiness, but a great block set will manifest longer-lasting 
value for kids.

How to Keep the Clutter Out

Because kids are so much 
more easily stimulated, they  
feel the impact of a chaotic 

room even more than adults.

~Denaye Barahona
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self-refl ection tools and introduces them to 
the process of letting go and donating. “Th ey 
learn to ask ‘Am I enjoying this? Could I 
repurpose it?’ while understanding that some 
things we can mend and enjoy for long peri-
ods of time, and other things we outgrow—
which we can then give away,” says Fortin.

Where to Start
Experts agree that in family households, the 
shift  toward minimalism should begin with 
the adults. “It gives them time to under-
stand how the process feels and models the 
behavior for their children,” says Fortin.
 Barahona streamlines her home by 
focusing on active spaces. “Active items are 
the things you use regularly, such as your 
two favorite pairs of jeans—not the 13 pairs 
you rarely wear.” When active and storage 
items accumulate in the same space, the 
need to sort through extra “stuff ” wastes 
time and energy, she says. “We’ve all lost 
our keys when we’re already running late 
and then suddenly we’re yelling at our 
kids. Simplifying so we can prevent these 
scenarios positively impacts our mood and 
our ability to be present with our kids.”
       Although the decluttering process 
starts with the parents, children should 
be involved as much as possible, and in a 
positive light. “Kids don’t like cleaning up, 
but with ongoing conversations and small 
consistent shift s, children see how less stuff  
can lead to more time for enjoyable activi-
ties,” says Kim.
 Minimalist strategies can be applied 
across many realms of life, such as scal-
ing back the family calendar and hovering 
less as a parent. “Family life always seems 
to speed up, but we can break the cycle 
of busy by scheduling blank time. Being 
intentional with time goes hand-in-hand 
with minimalism,” says Quilici.
 To stay inspired, fi nd social media 
pages and websites to follow for ideas. 
“You’re going to hit roadblocks, so it’s im-
portant to surround yourself with inspira-
tion,” Kim says. “Now that I’ve let go of the 
lifestyle I thought I needed, it’s nice to have 
less, but it’s even better to want less.”

Meredith Montgomery publishes Natural 
Awakenings of Gulf Coast Alabama/Missis-
sippi (HealthyLivingHealthyPlanet.com).
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I have worked in the corporate world, 
served as a missionary in the Middle 
East during 9/11 and the Iraq War, been 

assaulted with a knife, launched a small 
business and a nonprofi t and suff ered deep 
loss at the early deaths of dear friends, but 
nothing has terrifi ed or paralyzed me more 
than fathering my own son. It has demand-
ed me to fi rst face my own father-story 
with an intensity and intentionality I would 
rather fl ee than engage.
 My parents more than adequately 
provided for my physical needs. I had 
friends, lived in the suburbs and even had 
a horse. From the outside looking in, I had 
nothing to complain about. Any time the 
haunting ache of father-hunger emerged 
from my soul, I quickly squelched it, 
telling myself to simply move on. It is the 
story of most men in my generation.
 I continued to live as if all was well 
until I married and had a son of my own. I 
was now a father, and the weight of this title 
sent my soul into a tailspin. What is father? 
Who am I as father? What does it mean to 
father? And fi nally, with the force of a left  
upper jab to the jaw: How was I fathered? 
I realized that to father him, I, myself, still 
needed to be fathered.

inspiration

FATHERHOOD’S
PAIN AND GLORY

We Must Face Our Own Story First
by Chris Bruno

 In my conversations with men about 
their father-stories, the most frequent 
sentence I hear is, “My dad did okay. He 
did the best he could.” But no child wants 
an “okay” dad. Every child longs for a 
dad to know, see, pursue, hope, envision, 
create and bless. Franciscan friar and 
author Richard Rohr states, “If we do not 
transform our pain, we will transmit it in 
some form.” Untransformed pain from our 
father, whether from his absence, vacancy 
or violence, will inevitably be transmitted 
to our children.
 I can only take my son as far as I 
myself have gone. Our sons were born into 
an already existing story—our story—and 
for them to know who they are, we need to 
know who we are, in all of our glory and 
pain. From this place of freedom, we can 
usher our sons into a manhood we can 
come to know together.

Reprinted with permission from 
Chris Bruno, the director of the Restora-
tion Counseling Center of Northern 
Colorado and the president of the Resto-
ration Project. He is the author of Man 
Maker Project: Boys are Born, Men 
are Made.
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Warmer weather has arrived, and so begins many home-
owners’ annual quest for a well-nourished, weed-free 
lawn. However, the grass isn’t always greener—or 

healthier—using conventional approaches.
 Turf grass covers up to 50 million acres of American land, 
and according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
about 60 million pounds of synthetic pesticides are used each year 
in yards and gardens, in addition to tens of millions more pounds 
applied in parks, schoolyards and other public spaces.
 Americans spend billions of dollars  
growing and maintaining manicured lawns resulting in a high 
price for pets, people and wildlife. Nitrogen from fertilizers 
seeps into surface water and groundwater, contaminating wells 
and spawning harmful algae blooms; pesticides kill off more 
than 70 million birds each year in the U.S. alone; and bees and 
other pollinators are also succumbing to the toxic chemicals at 
an alarming rate.

Pets at Risk
Chemicals routinely used in lawn care are especially problematic 
for the family dog or cat.  “Animals are close to the ground, and 
their feet touch the ground, so every substance you choose to allow 
in your home and yard will affect them,” says Ashley Geoghegan, 
DVM, of VetNaturally, in Mandeville, Louisiana.
 A study conducted by the Department of Veterinary 
Clinical Sciences at Purdue University concludes that common 
lawn chemicals like glyphosate, 2, 4-D and permethrin are 
linked to canine bladder cancer. A six-year study by the Foster 
Hospital for Small Animals at the Tufts University Cummings 
School of Veterinary Medicine reveals that exposure to profes-
sionally applied lawn pesticides and herbicides increased the 

NONTOXIC  
LAWN CARE

Protecting Pets and the Planet 
by Marlaina Donato

natural pet risk for canine malignant lymphoma by 70 percent. 
 In pets, chronic or sub-chronic exposure to conventional 
lawncare chemicals manifests as eye damage and thyroid, urinary 
and reproductive conditions. Feline gastrointestinal distress is also 
a consequence, and even indoor cats are at risk from contaminants 
brought into the home.
 “Anything that goes on your lawn goes into your pet’s body. 
Pets walk through it, roll in it and then groom themselves,” says 
Michele Yasson, DVM, of Holistic Veterinary Services, in St. Au-
gustine, Florida. “Max, one of my canine patients, developed acute, 
life-threatening pancreatitis just hours after his yard had been 
treated by a commercial lawncare service.” 

Go Natural for Lush Lawns
Opting for a toxin-free lawn helps grass roots to anchor deeply into 
the earth, making them less likely to fall victim to weeds, disease and 
drought. An organic lawn has beneficial microbes;  helpful insects 
like ladybugs and lacewings thrive, while pesty insects decline.
 Instead of chemical fertilizers and “natural” alternatives like 
borax, vinegar, garlic, essential oils and cocoa mulch, which can also 
be toxic to pets, try using grass clippings, seaweed, corn gluten meal, 
single-ingredient bone meal, diatomaceous earth or Bacillus thuringi-
ensis (BT); all are better options. 
 Redefining beauty and working with nature can also have a 
positive impact. “Set a goal to gradually reduce the area of your 
yard devoted to grass, and begin to establish plants like butterfly 
bush or bee balm that support pollinators such as bees,” recom-
mends Sandy Long, of Greeley, Pennsylvania, a knowledgeable 
pet parent and executive director of the nonprofit environmental 
education organization SEEDS (Sustainable Energy Education and 
Development Support). 

Simple Precautions
Simple precautions like removing shoes before entering the house, 
storing lawn products out of reach of pets and avoiding convention-
ally treated areas for at least 48 hours after application are para-
mount. Also:
4 Close windows during application.
4 Increase frequency of pet baths during spring and fall, when     
 chemical application is highest. 
4 Eliminate accumulation of water on lawns where pets might   
 drink. 
4 Leash pets during walks to keep them away from treated areas. 
4 Wipe paws with a damp cloth after being outside.
 After weighing alternatives, dog trainer Rebecca Porter, 
owner of Rosy Dogs, in Stoughton, Wisconsin, settled on pre-
scribed burns, mowing and hand removal of invasive plants. “It 
works, and now my dog gallops safely through the waist-high 
grasslands. As for my yard, I enjoy the volunteer plants. It’s a deci-
sion all landowners can make.”

Marlaina Donato is the author of several books and a composer. 
Connect at AutumnEmbersMusic.com.
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Eighty percent of pets’ immune 
systems reside in their digestive 
system. New research shows that 

maintaining a healthy gastrointestinal 
tract not only supports good digestion 
and a strong immune system, but also 
reduces anxiety. This finding is signifi-
cant because many pets may periodically 
show signs of anxiety all the time or 
quite frequently.
 This may be demonstrated in our 
cats via hiding, vocalizing, refusing 
to eat well and avoiding the litter box. 
Anxiety in dogs may be demonstrated 
by hiding, trembling, excessive bark-
ing, chewing, destructive behavior, 
pacing, circling and loss of appetite. 
Physical measurements of anxiety 
include an increased heart rate and 
increased level of cortisol, a stress 
hormone. Living with an anxious pet 
can also cause feelings of nervousness 
and worry by the family members and 
disrupt the household.
 Probiotics are the friendly bacteria 
that reside in the gut. They are neces-
sary for digestion of food and to pre-
vent infectious or pathogenic bacteria 
from taking over. Pets with a depleted 
bacterial flora (population of digestive 
bacteria) are more likely to develop 
other diseases because their immune 

systems become weakened.
 The amount of good digestive 
bacteria in our pets’ gastrointestinal 
tracts directly affects their mood. This 
means that their physical well-being and 
emotional well-being are closely linked 
to the health of their digestive systems. 
In a study by P&G Pet Care, “Effects of 
Varying Doses of a Probiotic Supplement 
Fed to Healthy Dogs Undergoing Ken-
neling Stress,” it was determined that 90 
percent of Labrador retrievers receiving a 
probiotic supplement showed a reduction 
in anxious behavior.
 Following the administration of 
the probiotic for several weeks, their 
heart rates and blood cortisol levels were 
reduced. In a similar study, probiotics 
were shown to be as effective as antibiotics 
in treating stress colitis (diarrhea due to 
stress) in shelter dogs.
  It is good practice to provide our 
pets a high-quality pet probiotic to bol-
ster their immune system and maintain 
a healthy gastrointestinal tract. A pet’s 
digestive flora is different from ours, 
so it is best to seek a veterinary or pet 
product that is concentrated, potent and 
contains a variety of live bacteria. The 
bacteria in the supplement must be vi-
able (alive) and able to reproduce to be 
beneficial. A good-quality product will 

Probiotic Supplements  
Alleviate Anxiety in Pets

by Mia Frezzo

be formulated to withstand the highly 
acidic stomach, allowing the bacteria 
to reach the intestines alive, where they 
will be most effective.
 It is also recommended that pets 
consume a high-quality species-specific 
diet (cat food for cats, dog food for 
dogs), a probiotic and an omega-3 
supplement for optimal daily nutrition. 
Additionally, pets can also benefit from 
medical-grade essential oils to further 
combat anxiety and support their im-
mune system.

Dr. Mia Frezzo is an 
integrative veterinar-
ian and owner of the 
Animal Hospital of 
Hasbrouck Heights, 
located at 180 Boule-
vard. For more infor-
mation or to schedule an appointment, call 
201-288-7800. For a list of high-quality pet 
foods, visit Tinyurl.com/PetEats. See ad, 
page 21.
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SATURDAY, JUNE 1
HCA Run Into Summer – 9am. The annual 5K 
Run/Walk; also a 1 mile run and a kids dash fund-
raiser. This is a disposable chip race on the beautiful 
Hoboken waterfront. The event is a fundraiser to 
benefit Hoboken Catholic Academy, and all pro-
ceeds go towards the educational and professional 
development of HCA. Pier A, Hoboken. Race-
Roster.com/Events/2019/22885/Run-Into-Summer.
Putting Green: DIY for Kids – 9am-12pm. Exer-
cise mental strength with a game of tabletop golf. 
In this hands-on workshop you and your child can 
discuss the mindset, jargon and strategy of the 
sport as you build a putting green to master your 
hole-in-one. Once your course is built, your child 
can look fore-ward to decorating it with paint and 
stickers. All kids get to keep their project, receive a 
certificate of achievement, a workshop apron, and a 
commemorative pin while supbplies last. Children 
must be present at the store to receive the kit, apron 
and pin. Free. All Bergen County Home Depots. 
800-466-3337. HomeDepot.com.
Mindfulness in Nature – 10am-1pm. Join in the 
age old tradition of entering into the natural world 
to observe, sense, listen and participate in the beauty 
and wisdom of nature. Guidance will be offered with 
regard to exploring present moment attentiveness. 
There will be periods of walking, sitting and gentle 
mindful movement in the woods. Krame Center 
for Contemplative Studies and Mindful Living at 
Ramapo College of NJ, Mahwah. Info, registration: 
TinyURL.com/KrameNature.
World Dog Expo – June 1, 2. Sat, 10am-6pm; Sun, 
10am-5pm. Event celebrates dogs everywhere, 
highlighting more than one hundred breeds. The 
Expo will also feature educational seminars on 
proper care and nutrition and pet first aid, as well 
as other classes for pet owners, industry specific 
classes for professionals, and a huge array of dog 
centered products. The Meadowlands Exposition 
Center, 355 Plaza Dr, Secaucus. WorldExpo.dog.
Our Lady of Grace NiteFest – 6-10pm. This 
evening extension of Our Lady of Grace Fun Fest 
includes a biergarten, special food items prepared 
by parishioners and live entertainment. The Church 
of Our Lady of Grace and St. Joseph, Church Square 
Park, 400 Willow Ave, Hoboken. 201-659-0369.

SUNDAY, JUNE 2
Annual Secret Garden Tour – 9am-4pm. Home-
owners share secret gardens and gardening secrets. 
Self-guided tours of as many as ten hidden horti-
cultural gems. Included are both traditional and 
contemporary gardens created by professional 
landscape designers and dedicated gardening en-
thusiasts. A map and detailed description of each 
garden will be included in the full-color tour book, 
available on the day of the tour. Rain date: June 
9. $25/in advance, $35/day of, $30/members day 
of. Hoboken Historical Museum, 1301 Hudson St, 
Hoboken. 201-656-2240. HobokenMuseum.org.
National Trails Day Hike: Construction of the 
NJ Palisades Trails – 10am-1pm. The park’s Trail 
Crew will lead a tour to help hikers appreciate the 
history and construction of some of the rugged trails 
that are used by thousands annually. The hike will 
cover about 4 miles in about 3 hours over trails rated 
moderate by the hike leaders. Free. Allison Park, at 
the south end of Allison Park Road, accessible off 
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Hudson Terrace just south of St. Peter’s College. 
201-768-1360 x 111. NJPalisades.org.
Our Lady of Grace FunFest – 11am-6pm. Includes 
games of chance, entertainment, food, crafts, rides 
and a variety of children’s activities including 
face painting and a moon bounce. The Church of 
Our Lady of Grace and St. Joseph, Church Square 
Park, 400 Willow Ave, Hoboken. 201-659-0369. 
OLGFunFest.com.
Hudson River Barn Dance – 2-4pm. New York 
City musicians Dave Harvey and the Backyard 
Boys will call and provide music for an afternoon 
barn dance. All ages are welcome to give it a try; 
no reservations, experience or dance partners are 
needed to participate; $2 hot dogs. The program 
is free, but a $5 parking fee is charged at the area. 
Alpine Pavilion at Alpine Picnic Area and Boat 
Basin. Alpine Parkway Exit 2. Information: 201-
768-1360 X 108.

MONDAY, JUNE 3
The 2019 Natural Jersey Summit – Jun 3-5. A 
virtual online conference. For 3 days, you’ll be able 
to watch interviews with 30 industry experts who 
have valuable advice to share about living a more 
natural and healthy life. Topics include: hormones 
and weight loss, holistic healthcare for the fam-
ily, GMOs and more. To view to conference, visit 
NaturalJerseySummit.com.
Living Beyond Cancer – Jun 3,17. 1-2pm.This 
post- treatment support group is open to those who 
have been diagnosed with cancer and have finished 
treatments. Completion of treatment is not the end 
of the cancer experience, but the beginning of a new 
journey. This group, led by licensed psychologist 
Francine Handwerker PhD, offers encouragement, 
support and information while connecting with 
others who are living beyond cancer. Holy Name 
Medical Center, Marian Hall Conference Room. 
Register at 201-833-3392. View additional cancer 
support programs at HolyName.org/CancerSupport.
Yoga Teacher Certification Program Information 
Session – 7-8pm. Community members and Ra-
mapo students who wish to expand their job market 
skills may wish to pursue the 200-hour yoga teacher 
certification to develop a working knowledge of 
fundamental yoga concepts, practice and teaching 
methods. Anisfield School of Business room 420. 
Krame Center for Contemplative Studies and Mind-
ful Living at Ramapo College of NJ, Mahwah. Info, 
registration: TinyURL.com/KrameYoga.
Intro to Self Defense & Awareness – Jun 3, 10, 
17, 24. 7-8:30pm. The course will cover escapes 
and defense from the most common grabs and 
attacks, situational awareness and the easiest ef-
fective techniques. Empower yourself. $120; please 
pre-register. Body Positive Works, 96 E Allendale 

Rd, Saddle River. 201-708-8448. BodyPositive-
Works.com.

TUESDAY JUNE 4
Drum Circle – 6:30-7:30pm. Drumming offers 
a therapeutic outlet that leaves many participants 
feeling both energized and relaxed. Led by: Phillip 
Mihalik. Open to those impacted by cancer. Holy 
Name Medical Center, Marian Hall Conference 
Room. Register at 201-833-3392. View addi-
tional cancer support programs at HolyName.org/ 
CancerSupport.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5
Black Maria Film Series: Pride Month – 6:30-
8:30pm. Award-winning films, presented by festival 
director Jane Steuerwald. Today is a screening of 
selected shorts on the month’s theme, LGBTQ 
Pride, followed by Q&A. The program features 
narrative, animation, and award-winning documen-
taries from the Festival’s Global Insights Collection. 
Light refreshments will be served. $5 at the door, 
free/students, teachers. Hoboken Historical Mu-
seum, 1301 Hudson St, Hoboken. 201-656-2240.  
HobokenMuseum.org. 

THURSDAY, JUNE 6
iPhone Photography Workshop – Jun 6, 27. 
3:30-4:30pm. Open to those impacted by cancer. 
The potential for professional quality photos is 
right in your pocket. Discover helpful shooting tips, 
techniques and editing apps to capture great shots. 
Learn how to share and store photos. Holy Name 
Medical Center, Marian Hall Conference Room. 
Register at 201-833-3392. View additional cancer 
support programs at HolyName.org/CancerSupport.
Montclair Bounce: Ye Olde Playtime – 4-5pm. 
The Montclair History Center is happy to participate 
in Montclair Bounce by opening the home to the 
community. Please join us for an all ages structured 
group play session. You don’t need to bring a thing, 
just your willingness to be playful and have fun. Col-
leen Martinez is a Montclair resident who uses group 
play in her work with people of all ages. Join her for 
an hour of interactive play. This is not a drop off event 
- parents and caregivers benefit from play, too, and 
your kids will love playing with you! Crane House 
and Historic YWCA, 110 Orange Road, Montclair.
Women’s Healing Circle – 6:30pm. Jun 6, 20. 
A safe place so you feel supported by other women 
who are on the same path of self-awareness & 
self-healing. Celebrate the sisterhood and feminine 
empowerment. $25/if pre-registered. Earths Heail-
ings, 792 Kinderkamack Rd, River Edge. RSVP: 
EarthsHealing.com.

FRIDAY, JUNE 7
Group Sound Healing Meditation – 7-8:30pm. 
The use of Himalayan singing bowls, attuned to 
each energy center, allows for healing pathways 
to open and stuck energy to be released. Preregis-
tration recommended as registration is limited to 
the first 15 participants. $30/preregistered, $35/at 
the door if space available. Body Positive Works, 
96 E Allendale Rd, Saddle River. 201-708-8448. 
BodyPositiveWorks.com.

SATURDAY, JUNE 8
Sporting Goods Garage Sale – 9am-4pm. Slightly 
used or returned gear, and clothing for way less than 
new. Quantities are limited, items are as is, and all 
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sales are final. But good prices. Anybody can shop 
the garage sale, but only REI members can make 
a purchase. Don’t worry, you can join at the event. 
Free. Paramus REI, 2200 Bergen Town Ctr, Para-
mus. 201-226-1560. REI.com.
Wilderness Survival: 3-Season Skills – 10am-
2pm. Join REI Outdoor School for a wilderness 
survival class. It will provide practical tips and 
strategies that every outdoor traveler should know: 
emergency priorities; shelters; locating and access-
ing drinking water; and how to make your own 
emergency kit. You will also participate in interac-
tive scenarios to practice and hone your skills. $89, 
$69/member. Central Park - North Meadow Recre-
ation Center. Paramus REI, 2200 Bergen Town Ctr, 
Paramus. 201-226-1560. REI.com.
Seasonal Scavenger Hunt – 2-3pm. Families with 
children 4 and up receive a set of clues to help 
solve nature riddles along the trails. Families need 
to work as a team as they hike the trails to com-
plete the hunt and receive a small prize. Program 
is intended for adults and families. Children must 
be accompanied by an adult. Inclement weather 
cancels program. $6, $3/member. Tenafly Nature 
Center, 313 Hudson Ave, Tenafly. 201-568-6093. 
TenaflyNatureCenter.org.
Drum Circle – 7:30-10pm. Drum circle experience 
can bring many health benefits; helps alleviate stress 
within your mind and body, which in turn can help 
reduce pain and leave you in a sense of euphoria. 
Bring your own drum or rent a drum for $5. $15. 
Body Positive Works, 96 E Allendale Rd, Saddle 
River. 201-708-8448. BodyPositiveWorks.com.

SUNDAY, JUNE 9
The New Jersey Fairy Fair – 11am-5pm. For all 
ages. Dress as your favorite fantasy character. Meet 
the fairy queen. Live music, kids’ activities, vendors 
and crafters of all kinds; soaps, candles, incense, 
metal wares, clothing, accessories; crystals and 
stones, healers; readers, tarot, reiki, massage and 
more. 211 Hamburg Paterson Tpke, Riverdale, NJ. 
Info: FairyFair444@gmail.com. @NJFairyFair on 
Instagram and Facebook.
Garretson Forge and Farm Open House – Jun 9, 
23. 1-4pm. One of the oldest historic sites in Bergen 
County, settled in 1719, this Dutch Colonial home-
stead was home to six generations of Garretsons. 
Their homestead remains a rare surviving example 
of a simple farming life prevalent in the 1700s 
and 1800s. Free, donations appreciated. Garretson 
Farm, 4-02 River Rd, Fair Lawn. 201-797-1775. 
GarretsonFarm.org.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12
Group Past Life Regression – 7-8:30pm. Join an 
experiential journey to our past. Understanding the 
past opens our ability to embrace our present. There 
is nothing to prepare. As Lois Kramer-Perez, CHt, 
guides you through imagery, the information will 
arise in your awareness and Lisa plays the crystal 
bowls. Vibe Wellness, 188 Prospect St, Nutley. RSVP 
Lisa: 973-573-8530. Lois@LoisKramerPerez.com.
Women’s Flat Tire Repair Workshop – 7-8:30pm. 
Flat tires can impact every rider on every surface. If 
you want to be ready to fix your next flat, join REI’s 
expert bike techs in this hands-on workshop. Join like-
minded women as you work through everything you 
need to know to change a tire and reduce the chances 
of a repeat flat. $45, $25/member. Paramus REI, 2200 
Bergen Town Ctr, Paramus. 201-226-1560. REI.com.

THURSDAY, JUNE 13 
Free Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction Ori-
entation – 7-9pm. Learn about the course at an 
orientation session, free of charge and required of 
all participants. Published research has shown that 
mindfulness training can be an important adjunct to 
conventional medical treatment of many disorders 
as well as powerful way of reducing stress and pain. 
Summer MBSR courses are offered on Wednesdays 
and Fridays. Anisfield School of Business room 
420. Krame Center for Contemplative Studies and 
Mindful Living at Ramapo College of NJ, Mahwah. 
Info, registration: TinyURL.com/KrameMBSR.

FRIDAY, JUNE 14
CMSC Mindful Self-Compassion Core Skills 
Training – Jun 14, 15. In this program, you learn 
ways to motivate yourself with kindness rather than 
criticism, Techniques for handling difficult emotions 
with greater ease, how to transform challenging 
relationships and fully enjoy your life and more. 
Krame Center for Contemplative Studies and Mind-
ful Living at Ramapo College of NJ, Mahwah. Info, 
registration: TinyURL.com/KrameCompassion.
Quilting Club – 12-2pm. Open to anyone impacted 
by Cancer. No experience necessary. All supplies 
provided. Holy Name Medical Center, Marian 
Hall Conference Room 2. Register at 201-833-
3392. View additional cancer support programs at  
HolyName.org/CancerSupport.
Mandala & Meditation Sacred Circle – 7:30-
9:30pm. Create your own mandala for meditation, 
centering, inner peace and contemplation. Use 
the medium of your choice: acrylic, color pencil, 
and watercolor. All materials provided; no artistic 
ability required. Making them helps us center psy-
chologically. Learn history of mandalas, different 
styles, meaning of numbers, colors and symbols. 
Pre-registration requested to supply materials. 
$44/supplies included. Body Positive Works, 96 
E Allendale Rd, Saddle River. 201-708-8448. 
BodyPositiveWorks.com.

SATURDAY, JUNE 15
Fathers’ Day Open Cockpit Weekend: Aviation 
Hall of Fame – Jun 15 & 16. 9am-5pm. Young and 
old can experience hands-on cockpit understanding; 
learn more about how pilots fly and what the con-
trols and instrumentation do. The museum, located 
beside the runway at Teterboro Airport, owns a 
number of WW II planes, helicopters and historic 
and modern aircraft, including a Cobra gunship heli-
copter and the Martin 2-0-2, one of the first modern 
airliners. Pilots and guides will be on hand to answer 
questions. $15, $10/children, seniors. Aviation Hall 
of Fame of NJ, Teterboro Airport, 400 Fred Wehran 
Dr, Teterboro. 201-288-6344. NJAHOF.org.
Access Bars Class – 9:30am-5:30pm. A class that 
has the potential to change anything! Learn to 

give and receive Access Bars, a light touch energy 
process for dynamic change. By gently touching 
32 points on the head, one can release the energetic 
charge of thoughts, feelings, emotions, beliefs and 
attitudes that create limitation in your life. Create 
the change you are longing for, opening you up to 
more peace, possibilities, ease and awareness. No 
prerequisites required. NCBTMB approved CEU’s 
for massage therapists. Registration required. Chris-
tine DiDomenico, Washington Twp. 845-825-2361. 
AccessTheBars.com.

SUNDAY, JUNE 16
Father’s Day Brunch Club – 11:30am-1:30pm. 
An epic culinary experience in an open kitchen. 
Sit back and relax as Chef Kelly and her team 
whip together a series of dishes to order. Select an 
option from each section of the menu (starters and 
mains) and enjoy a selection of shareable items 
for the table. Bring your own libations for an easy 
and relaxed morning. Also, to share for each table: 
potato hash, caramelized onion, asparagus, lemon, 
parmesan maple bacon, breakfast sausage. $55. Top 
of FormHudson Table, 1403 Clinton St, Hoboken. 
HudsonTable.com.
PONDERING PONDS – 3-4pm. Join a Nature 
Center educator to learn all about what makes ponds 
special, meet a pond friend and take a trip down 
to Pfister’s pond to see what critters you can find. 
Program intended for families with children 5 and 
up. In the event of inclement weather program will 
be held under cover. $8, $5/members; children 2 and 
under free. Tenafly Nature Center, 313 Hudson Ave, 
Tenafly. 201-568-6093. TenaflyNatureCenter.org.

MONDAY, JUNE 17
Gemini Full Moon Meditation – 7:30-9:30 
pm. The full moon is a sacred time for spiritual 
practices in many ancient religions and cultures. 
Come meditate and harness the energies of the full 
moon for personal benefit and to become a channel 
to bless every every being on earth. The Center for 
Pranic Healing, 420 Valley Brook Ave, Lyndhurst. 
201-896-8500. FullMoonMeditation.us.

THURSDAY, JUNE 20
Eco-Cruise: Meadowlands Discovery – Jun 20, 
25. 6-7:30pm. An excursion through the tidal reach-
es of the Hackensack River and the Meadowlands. 
The shallow draft boats are able to visit numerous 
wetlands, including the Sawmill Creek Wildlife 
Management Area – The Jewel of the Meadowlands 
– home to shorebirds, waterfowl, herons, raptors, 
muskrats and more. Narrated by a licensed Captain, 
birds, wildlife and the region’s history are some of 
the topics covered. Suggested donations: $20, $10/
child under 13; no children under age 4; reservations 
required. Laurel Hill Park, Laurel Hill Rd, Secaucus. 
RSVP: 201-968-0808. 
CBD Educational Workshops: Part I – 7-9pm. 
Education event (not sales) with Rosa Ilic, MS 
Chemistry, Quality Assurance and Regulatory Com-
pliance professional. Topics covered include: CBD 
vs. THC, Hemp vs. Marijuana; The Endocannabi-
noid System in Humans and Animals; Current Types 
of CBD Products on the Market; and more. $30, $50/
both parts; must register by Jun 19. Vista Natural 
Wellness Center, 191 Ramapo Valley Rd, Oakland. 
201-644-0840. VistaNaturalWellness.com/Events.
Free Mindfulness-Based Stressed Reduction 
Orientation – 7-9pm. Learn about the course at an 
orientation session, free of charge and required of 
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this 3,400-seat theater, its mezzanine, grand foyer, 
balcony, exterior, and possibly, get to go on stage! 
Began in 1930, it is now a transformational venue 
that fuses culture, spirituality and entertainment. 
$15. United Palace, 4140 Broadway at 175th St, 
Manhattan. 212-568-6700. UnitedPalace.org/
Product/United-Palace-Historical-Tour-June23/.
Chant UP with Gaura Vani – 3:30pm. Join a monthly 
celebration of the ancient, mystical tradition of mantra 
music. Elevate your spirit and cultivate community 
through the joyous, sacred sound of kirtan, a true spiri-
tual artistry that connects to the sacred - whatever that 
means for you. $20. United Palace, 4140 Broadway, 
Manhattan. 212-568-6700. UnitedPalace.org/Product/
Chant-Up-With-Gaura-Vasni-June/.

MONDAY, JUNE 24
New Jersey Symphony Orchestra – 7pm. Settle 
in under a starry sky and enjoy the NJSO. Or-
chestra artistic director José Luis Domínguez will 
conduct, and the programs will include music by 
Leonard Bernstein, José Pablo Moncayo, Astor 
Piazzolla, Florence Price, Duke Ellington, Arturo 
Márquez, Aaron Copland and George Gershwin. 
Free. Maxwell Place Park, Sinatra Drive North be-
tween 11th & 12th Sts at Maxwell Place, Hoboken. 
HobokenNJ.org.

TUESDAY JUNE 25
BitchCraft – 7pm. Celebrate your inner bitch and 
claim your personal power. Examine how certain 
words strip power and make us question our worthi-
ness. Embracing and owning words and ideals often 

SATURDAY, JUNE 22
Paddling Basics – 9-10:30am. Before you head out 
on the water, be sure to learn the paddling basics. 
This class offers you an overview of information 
on canoes, kayaks and stand-up paddleboards and 
equipment. Free. Paramus REI, 2200 Bergen Town 
Ctr, Paramus. 201-226-1560. REI.com.
Access Bars Class – 9am-5pm. A class that has 
the potential to change anything! Learn to give 
and receive Access Bars, a light touch energy pro-
cess for dynamic change. By gently touching 32 
points on the head, one can release the energetic 
charge of thoughts, feelings, emotions, beliefs and 
attitudes that create limitation in your life. Create 
the change you are longing for, opening you up to 
more peace, possibilities, ease and awareness. No 
prerequisites required. NCBTMB approved CEU’s 
for massage therapists. Registration required. Terry 
Obssuth, 22 Madison Ave. Paramus. 201-655-3836.  
AccessTheBars.com.
SoulWoke Celebration – 11am-6pm. Celebration 
highlighting the practitioners of Holistic Harmony. 
Your advanced ticket offers you all day access to 
the variety of offerings: 30-minute presentations 
throughout the day; private sessions of tarot read-
ings, reiki, bemer, feng shui 5 element archetype, 
food for your health and more. Raffles and gift bags. 
$25/thru Jun 13, $35 thereafter. Holistic Harmony, 
152 Hamburg Tpke, Bloomingdale. 973-454-9780.

SUNDAY, JUNE 23
United Palace Historical Tour – 10-11am. Meet in 
lobby at 9:45am. Get up close and personal exploring 

all participants. Published research has shown that 
mindfulness training can be an important adjunct to 
conventional medical treatment of many disorders 
as well as powerful way of reducing stress and pain. 
Summer MBSR courses are offered on Wednesdays 
and Fridays. Anisfield School of Business room 
420. Krame Center for Contemplative Studies and 
Mindful Living at Ramapo College of NJ, Mahwah. 
Info, registration: TinyURL.com/KrameMBSR.

FRIDAY, JUNE 21 
Solstice Hike – 7pm. Eric Nelsen, historical inter-
preter, will lead an annual evening hike to mark the 
summer solstice. This hike will cover about 5 miles 
round-trip distance in about 2 hours over moderate 
trails at a relatively brisk pace. Hikers should bring 
flashlights for the return leg of the hike. For more 
information, or to confirm on the day, please call 
201-768-1360 x 108. The hike will meet at 7 PM 
at the historic Kearney House at the north end of 
Alpine Picnic Area and Boat Basin, accessible from 
the Alpine park entrance at PIP Exit 2.
Summer Solstice Prosperity Manifesting – 
7-9pm. Participants will enjoy the elemental 
activation through activities and sound vibra-
tions. Lois Kramer-Perez uses the vibrations of 
sounds with chimes, bells, and crystal bowls to 
expand our energy, aligning with our ability to 
attract and sustain abundant prosperity. Each 
participant receives a special prosperity activa-
tion gift. No meditation experience is required. 
$47/thru Jun 18, $54 thereafter. Paramus, near 
Rte 4 & Rte 17. Questions? Lois: 201-906-5767. 
LoisKramerPerez.com/My-Events/. 

Available at Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and Neighborhood bookstoresAvailable at Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and Neighborhood bookstores

Is God in That Bottle Cap?

www.isgodinthatbottlecap.com

An inspirational guide to leading a life of spirituality

A true life story of the personal quest for
spiritual enlightenment and the many
bene� ts of meditation, based on the
author’s 44 years of daily meditation,
more than 40 years of yoga and tai
chi, and more than 20 years of qigong

- Kirkus Reviews

I would love to see this
 book in the hands of
practitioners of all paths for
self-realization.

- Vijayendra Pratap, Ph.D.
president of the Yoga Research Society,

Author (Beginning Yoga, Yoga Vision,
Secrets of Hatha Vidya)

 book in the hands of

… readers should certainly
 enjoy this absorbing book,
A lively and intensely readable
story of one man’s use of a 
variety of spiritual practices to
reveal the nature of reality.

… readers should certainly
 enjoy this absorbing book,

A fun ride and informative
read.

- Jeff Cox, retired president of
Snow Lion Publications
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SATURDAY, JUNE29
Lightweight Tents and Sleep Systems Workshop 
– 9-10:30am. Looking to lighten your load on your 
next adventure? Join this hands-on workshop about 
lightweight shelters and sleep systems. You’ll walk 
away with experience in setting up multiple, light-
weight shelters and know which one is best for you. 
$40, $20/member. Paramus REI, 2200 Bergen Town 
Ctr, Paramus. 201-226-1560. REI.com.

SUNDAY, JUNE 30
Beer Brewing 101 – 11am-3pm. Summer is 
here and the new favorite hobby is beer brew-
ing. Join a seasoned brewer for an introduction 
to the delicious world of beer. Learn how beer is 
made and how different combinations of simple 
When06/30ingredients lead to many different tastes. 
You’ll have a chance to ask questions about beer, 
brewing, and food pairing, as well as get to sample 
several different brew styles. $45, $35/member. 
Tenafly Nature Center, 313 Hudson Ave, Tenafly. 
201-568-6093. TenaflyNatureCenter.org.
The Matrix – Doors 4pm; pre-show 4:30pm; movie 
5pm. Twenty years ago, you freed your mind from 
the matrix for the first time. Today, hack back into 
The Matrix to celebrate its 20th anniversary and 
experience the mind-blowing visual effects that 
changed cinema as we know it. Arrive early for 
a pre-show panel discussion about the film. $8-
15. United Palace, 4140 Broadway, Manhattan. 212-
568-6700. UnitedPalace.org/Product/The-Matrix/. 

plan ahead
SUNDAY, AUGUST 18
WAH! Kirtan – 8-10pm. Wah! plays harmonium, 
shares mantras, stories and meditation. Here she 
gathers with people to sing kirtan, a traditional 
call-and-response style of singing from India. Wah! 
connects people to what heals them. $35. Body 
Positive Works, 96 E Allendale Rd, Saddle River. 
201-708-8448. BodyPositiveWorks.com.

MONDAY, AUGUST 19
Yoga & Self-Healing with WAH! – 6-8pm. Get 
ready to move, breathe, and deeply relax. Wah! 
teaches yoga and plays live music for savasana; 
breathwork, moving postures, self-healing practices, 
deep relaxation. All levels welcome. $30. Body 
Positive Works, 96 E Allendale Rd, Saddle River. 
201-708-8448. BodyPositiveWorks.com.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17
Radiant Child Yoga (1-3) with Shakta Kaur 
– October 17-20. Thu, 5-9pm; Fri, Sat, 8:30am-
6pm; Sun, 8:30am-5pm. An innovative 30-hour 
training program designed for teachers, therapists, 
parents, and caregivers, RCY provides self-
calming and empowering techniques for children 
of all ages and abilities. 1-3 is a stand-alone train-
ing and the first 30 hours of full certification with 
Radiant Child Family Yoga 200-hour and 95-hour 
Yoga Alliance accredited programs. $790. Body 
Positive Works, 96 E Allendale Rd, Saddle River. 
201-708-8448. BodyPositiveWorks.com.

markyourcalendar

used to keep women weak is a perfect way to take 
back power and heal old, even familial wounds. 
Earths Healings, 792 Kinderkamack Rd, River 
Edge. EarthsHealings.com.

THURSDAY, JUNE 27
Access Energetic Facelift – 9:30am-5:30pm. Would 
you like to look and feel younger? The Access 
Energetic Facelift rejuvenates the face and reverses 
the appearance of aging on the face and throughout 
the body. It’s a process that smooths, tightens, and 
rejuvenates your face and body. No surgery, no in-
jections, no drugs. Registration required. Christine 
DiDomenico. Washington Twp. 845-825-2361
Trail Running Basics – 7-8:30pm. Trail running 
can be a great change of pace from the jog around 
the neighborhood. Learn about technique, training, 
clothing and footwear specific to the sport of trail 
running. Free. Paramus REI, 2200 Bergen Town 
Ctr, Paramus. 201-226-1560. REI.com.
CBD Educational Workshops: Part II – 7-9pm. 
Education event (not sales) with Rosa Ilic, MS 
Chemistry, Quality Assurance and Regulatory 
Compliance professional. Topics covered include: 
Legal Insights/FDA Regulation of Cannabis/
Cannabis-Derived Products; Science and Research 
on CBD Usage Across Various Ailments; and 
more. $30, $50/both parts; must register by Jun 19. 
Vista Natural Wellness Center, 191 Ramapo Valley 
Rd, Oakland. 201-644-0840. VistaNaturalWellness.
com/Events.

FRIDAY, JUNE 28
Eco-Cruise: Boating Through Bergen – 6-8:30pm. 
A trip up the Hackensack River taking the route 
traveled by the coastal schooners that carried 
cargo to and from Bergen County, past the ruins 
of their former docks and landings to discuss the 
region’s all-but-forgotten maritime history. Par-
ticipants get an opportunity view the USS Ling, a 
Balao-class submarine from WWII. Children age 
4 and up are welcome. Donations to support the 
Riverkeepers work are greatly appreciated; full info 
provided with your reservation. Laurel Hill Park. 
Laurel Hill Rd, Secaucus. RSVP: 201-968-0808.  
HackensackRiverkeeper.org.

mission
statement

To empower 
individuals to live a 

healthier lifestyle on a 
healthier planet. 

 
To educate 

communities on the 
latest in natural health 

and sustainability. 
 

To connect readers 
with local wellness 

resources and events, 
inspiring them to lead 
more balanced lives.
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NOTE:  All calendar events must be received by the 12th of the month prior to pub-
lication and adhere to our guidelines. Advertisers are entitled to up to five event 
listings, all others are $35-40 each and must be prepaid, unless the event is free. 
Email Publisher@NaturalAwakeningsNNJ.com for guidelines and to submit entries. 

sunday
Kundalini Yoga & Meditation – 9-10:15am. 
Kundalini yoga helps to clear the fog in our minds 
and build physical vitality through a mixture of move-
ment, dynamic breathing techniques, meditation, 
and the chanting of mantras. Also offered Thursdays 
at 5pm. Full class schedule available online. Body 
Positive Works, 96 E Allendale Rd, Saddle River. 
201-708-8448. BodyPositiveWorks.com.
Drop-in Studio – 1-4pm. Explore a range of art 
materials and processes based on artwork on view 
in the galleries. Open-ended activities designed to 
spark creativity in all ages and abilities; hands-on 
assistance and technical advice. Come in for 20 
minutes or an hour and leave with your very own 
masterpiece. Included in Museum admission. Mont-
clair Art Museum, 3 S Mountain Ave, Montclair. 
973-259-5139. MontclairArtMuseum.org.
African Dance: Family Dance – 2:45-3:30pm. 
High-energy, traditional West African dance. The 
Family Dance class is a multi-level class free to any 
adults and children who come together to dance as 
a family. Center for Modern Dance Education, 84 
Euclid Ave, Hackensack. 201-342-2989.

monday
Jazzercise Classes – 9:30am, 4:30pm, and 5:45pm. 
Moderate and low density classes available. $20, 
monthly rates available. The Armenian Presbyterian 
Church, 140 Forest Ave, Paramus. Info: 201-988-
7707. ParamusJazzercise@gmail.com.
Day Meditation – 1:10-1:45pm. Partially guided 
meditation. Learn to meditate or expand your current 
practice. Experience the benefits of meditation and 
practice in community. Beginners welcome, no 
experience necessary. Free. Krame Center, Ansifield 
School of Business, Rm 420, Ramapo College of 
New Jersey, Mahwah. For information or to register: 
TinyURL.com/KrameMeditation. 
Crafternoon: Grades 3-6 – 3:30-4:30pm. Who 
doesn’t love a good make-and-take? This new take 
on arts and crafts explores different crafts every 
week. No registration is required but supplies are 
limited on a first come, first serve basis. Free. John-
son Public Library, Hackensack Meeting Room, 
274 Main St, Hackensack. 201-343-4169 x 14. 
Hackensack.BCCLS.org.
American Mahjong – 4-6pm. Games are friendly 
and totally stress free for entertainment only. Begin-
ners and experienced players are welcome to come 
but the game isn’t taught. Free. All Purpose Rm, 
Dixon Homestead Library, 180 Washington Ave, 
Dumont. 201-384-2030.
Citizenship Class – 4:30-5:30pm. 1st Mon. Topics 
discussed in citizenship class: Civics questions, 
reading vocabulary, writing vocabulary. Classes are 
free to all and no registration required. Must have 
some literacy skills to take the class. Free. John-

ongoing events

son Public Library, Hackensack Meeting Room, 
274 Main St, Hackensack. 201-343-4169 x 14.  
Hackensack.BCCLS.org.
Lego Club – 7-7:45pm. For kids age 6 and up. 
After a story, build with Legos based on the book’s 
theme. BYOB (bring your own blocks) to the meet-
ing. Registration is required. Free. Teaneck Public 
Library, 840 Teaneck Rd, Teaneck. 201-837-4171. 
TeaneckLibrary.org.
Environmental Justice Green Drinks Hackensack 
– 7-9pm. 2nd Mon. Conversation, problem-solving, 
knowledge sharing for green and sustainable living, 
community issues, business practices, urban farming, 
food waste, climate change, flooding. Free. Pay for 
what you order. Villa de Columbia, 12 Mercer St, 
Hackensack. 862-203-8814. EJGreenDrinks.org.
Valley Toastmasters – 8-10pm. 1st and 3rd Mon. A 
club for improving public speaking and leadership 
skills. Guests are welcome and can attend without 
advance notice. First Congregational Church, 276 
Haworth Ave, Haworth. Info: 201-767-3063. 3181.
ToastmastersClubs.org.

tuesday
Yoga for Addiction Recovery – 8:30-9:45am. Yoga 
teaches us to get to know our bodies, to hear its signals, 
and to honor it for where it is today. Maria Salvatore 
shares her experience how yoga and meditation has 
helped her own recovery. Also offered Thursdays at 
noon with Karen Dillon. Full class schedule available 
online. Body Positive Works, 96 E Allendale Rd, 
Saddle River. 201-708-8448. BodyPositiveWorks.com.
Nurtured Parent Support Group – 10am-12pm. 
Whether you are the parent of a child or parenting 
the child within, The Nurtured Parent assists adults 
seeking a safe environment to share and heal from the 
debilitating effects of unhealthy relationships.  Learn 
the tools needed to gain the confidence to become 
deliberate creators. Free. Center for Hope and Safety, 
12 Overlook Ave, Rochelle Park. NurturedParent.org.
Beginners’ Yoga – 11am. Designed as an introduc-
tion to the practice of yoga that focuses on develop-
ing proper and safe alignment for foundational poses 
at a beginners pace. Space limited. Earth’s Healings, 
792 Kinderkamack Rd, River Edge. RSVP: 201-
800-0570. EarthsHealings.com.

Pare Down, Cheer Up – 3pm. 3rd Tue. Learning to 
live with less. For those who want to simplify their 
lives, whether to save money, reduce stress or transi-
tion to a more sustainable lifestyle. Led by health and 
wellness educator Kathy Schwarz. Free. Englewood 
Library, 31 Engle St, Englewood. 201-568-2215. 
EnglewoodLibrary.org. 
Teen Tuesday – 3:15-4:30pm. Movies, trivia, board 
games, video games: all teen Tuesday events are free 
and open to students in grades 7-12. Advanced sign up 
is never required and weekly attendance isn’t necessary. 
You can come any time that you are available. Free. 
Johnson Public Library, 274 Main St, Hackensack. Keri 
Adams: 201-343-4169 x 30. Hackensack.BCCLS.org.
American Mahjong – 4-6pm. Games are friendly 
and totally stress free for entertainment only. Begin-
ners and experienced players are welcome to come 
but the game isn’t taught. Free. All Purpose Rm, 
Dixon Homestead Library, 180 Washington Ave, 
Dumont. 201-384-2030.
Drop-In Yoga – 6:15-7:15pm. Learn the basic 
poses, breathing techniques, and how to feel in bal-
ance. Wear comfortable clothes. Bring a yoga mat, 
towel, water, and a positive spirit. No registration 
but space is limited. Free. Winter Room, Mahwah 
Public Library, 100 Ridge Rd, Mahwah. 201-529-
7323. Mahwah.BCCLS.org.
Library Writers’ Collective – 6:30-8:30pm. The 
group’s goal is to support adult writers at all levels who 
are committed to their work. The collective will allow 
writers to share their stories and receive constructive 
feedback. Writers working in fiction and creative non-
fiction are welcome. You do not need to be published 
to join. Free. Mahwah Public Library, Small Meeting 
Room, 100 Ridge Rd, Mahwah. Denise Laude: 201-
529-7323 X 227. Mahwah.BCCLS.org.
Knitting & Crocheting Club – 6:45-7:45pm. 1st 
& 3rd Tue. Come get crafty. Crochet and knit with 
a fun group. This is a drop-in event welcome to all 
skill levels. No registration necessary. Dixon Home-
stead Library North, 180 Washington Ave, Dumont. 
201-384-2030. Dumont.BCCLS.org.
Pilates Mat Class – 7-7:45pm. Pilates is a chal-
lenging yet safe mat exercise using slow motion 
movement to help sculpt and tone muscles, giving 
your body a long, lean look. Appropriate for all 
fitness levels. $15, free/first class. Vista Natural 
Wellness Center, 191 Ramapo Valley Rd, Oakland. 
RSVP: 201-644-0840. VistaNaturalWellness.com.
Modern Family Pub Trivia – 7-9pm. Test your knowl-
edge of all things Modern Family. Six players max per 
team. Event is free to play but the food or drinks for this 
event is paid by participants. Poitin Still, 774 Main St, 
Hackensack. Genesis Jais: 201-343-4169 x 35.
Tarot Study Group – 7-9pm. 4th Tue. For tarot card 
readers looking to meet other readers to share, learn 
and practice. All levels of readers are welcome. Also 
guest readers demonstrate their style of reading. 
$20.  Mystical World, Bookstore & Enlightenment 
Center, 648 Ridge Rd, Lyndhurst. 201-896-3999.
Ridgewood Toastmasters – 7:30pm. 2nd and 4th 
Tue. Toastmasters International encourages the art 
of public speaking and develops leadership skills. 
Unitarian Society of Ridgewood, Fellowship Room, 
113 Cottage Place, Ridgewood.
Drop-In Meditation – 7:30-8:30pm. Meditation 
has been known to reduce stress, relieve pain, and 
recharge mind and body. Come in comfortable 
clothes. Drop in on as many sessions as you like. 
With Leena and Nirmal Mukhi, who have 12 years 
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of experience practicing Sahaja meditation. Free. 
Seats are available on a first come basis. Winter 
Room, Mahwah Public Library, 100 Ridge Rd, 
Mahwah. 201-529-7323. Mahwah.BCCLS.org.
Holistic Yoga – 7:30-8:45pm. Holistic yoga classes 
emphasizing gentle flow and coordinated breath with 
movements. All levels are welcome. $10. Advance Medi-
cal Care Center, lower level, 22 Madison Ave, Paramus. 
Info: 201-741-1198. Tatyana: YogaSteps@yahoo.com.

wednesday 
Yin Yoga for Your Body – 8:30-9:45am. With 
Body Positive Work co-owner Jen Kraft. The 
practice targets the connective tissues, ligaments, 
and joints that lie underneath our muscles. If you 
can stay in your poses on the mat, it can teach you 
to “sit with” difficult situations off the mat. All lev-
els, abilities, shapes and sizes welcome. Full class 
schedule available online. Body Positive Works, 
96 E Allendale Rd, Saddle River. 201-708-8448. 
BodyPositiveWorks.com.
Holy Cross Cemetery Mass of Remembrance 
– 9:30am. 1st Wed. The ministry of Catholic Cem-
eteries provides for the spiritual needs of families 
through such activities as Masses celebrated in 
memory of deceased loved ones. Chapel Mausole-
um, 340 Ridge Rd, North Arlington. 888-467-8903.
Maryrest Cemetery Mass of Remembrance – 
9:30am. 1st Wed. The ministry of Catholic Cemeter-
ies provides for the spiritual needs of families through 
such activities as Masses celebrated in memory of 
deceased loved ones. Chapel Mausoleum, 770 Dar-
lington Ave, Mahwah. 888-489-9095.
Jazzercise Classes – 9:30am, 4:30pm, and 5:45pm. 
Moderate and low density classes available. $20, 
monthly rates available. The Armenian Presbyterian 
Church, 140 Forest Ave, Paramus. Info: 201-988-
7707. ParamusJazzercise@gmail.com.
ESL Conversation Class – 12:30-1:30pm. ESL 
conversation classes are offered to those who are in 
a high intermediate to advanced English level. This 
class is designed to help get comfortable speaking 
English in a social setting by learning new vo-
cabulary and pronunciation. Free. Johnson Public 
Library, Hackensack Meeting Room, 274 Main 
St, Hackensack. 201-343-4169 x 34. Hackensack.
BCCLS.org.
Coloring for Relaxation – 1:30-3:20pm. Hands on 
coloring, Color yourself calm. Light refreshments. Free 
drop in. Dixon Homestead Library North, 180 Washing-
ton Ave, Dumont. 201-384-2030. Dumont.BCCLS.org.
Adult Book Club – 4pm. 3rd Wed. Led by club 
member Sylva Crump. Check website for date 
changes and book for the month. Free. Closter 

Public Library Central Library, 280 High St, Closter. 
201-768-4197. Closter.BCCLS.org.
Early Literacy: 3 & 4 Year Olds – 4:30-5:30pm. A 
great way to instill a love of reading and learning in 
a young child. A certified teacher teaches important 
sight words to begin the journey in discovering 
books. Free. Story Tower, Mahwah Public Library, 
100 Ridge Rd, Mahwah. 201-529-7323 x 230. 
Mahwah.BCCLS.org.
Evening Meditation – 5:30-6:30pm. Partially 
guided meditation. Learn to meditate or expand 
your current practice. No experience necessary. 
Free. Krame Center, Ansifield School of Business, 
Rm 420, Ramapo College of New Jersey, Mahwah. 
For information or to register: TinyURL.com/
KrameMeditation.
Chair Yoga, Breathing Technique & Meditation 
Class – 6-7pm. Yoga is a holistic way of energizing 
and integrating your mind body and self. Meditation 
allows the conscious mind to settle deeply in the 
self, giving it a rest. With Sujatha Nair from Art of 
Living. Free. Teaneck Public Library, 840 Teaneck 
Rd, Teaneck. 201-837-4171. TeaneckLibrary.org.
Green Drinks Conversation: Ramsey-Mahwah 
– 6-9pm. 1st Wed. Informal social engagement 
provides a framework established without agenda or 
motives other than spreading sustainable conscious-
ness throughout our local communities. Upstairs at 
The Station, 5 W Main St, Ramsey. 201-327-9748. 
BradysAtTheStation.net.
Adult Coloring Club – 6:30-7:30pm. Registration 
is required due to space limitations but no need to 
attend on a regular basis. The library will supply 
the space to relax and de-stress, coloring pages, the 
coloring pencils and crayons, and the refreshments. 
Free. Closter Public Library Central Library, 280 
High St, Closter. 201-768-4197. Closter.BCCLS.org.
Beginners Yoga – 7pm. Designed as an introduction 
to the practice of yoga that focuses on developing 
proper and safe alignment for foundational poses at 
a beginner’s pace. $12/space limited. Earth’s Heal-
ings, 792 Kinderkamack Rd, River Edge. RSVP: 
201-800-0570. EarthsHealings.com.
Guided Meditation Class – 7-8pm. Give your soul 
time for your being. Let Mary Lou take you on a 
journey. $10. KG Divine Wellness and Beauty, 530 
High Mountain Rd, North Haledon. For details: 
Anita 973-304-1046.
QiGong – 7pm. Spend some time using Qigong, 
a method of building, balancing and refining your 
energy and awareness. KG Divine Wellness and 
Beauty, 530 High Mountain Road, North Haledon. 
For details: Anita 973-304-1046.
Hatha Yoga – 7-8pm. Move in and out of poses with 
the rhythmic flow of breath. Through concentration 
based on breath awareness, you are guided into 

finding increased endurance, flexibility, circulation 
and strength. $20/drop in, $150/10-class pass. Vista 
Natural Wellness Center, 191 Ramapo Valley Road, 
Oakland. 201-644-0840.
Mediumship/Spiritual Support Group – 7-9pm. 
2nd Thu. You are not alone in the way you are feeling. 
Learn to use the tools you need to re-create your world 
your way. Learn to meet the challenges in life in new 
and productive ways. Meetings are always held in an 
environment of truth, love, and intense passion for your 
soul. $5. Mystical World, Bookstore & Enlightenment 
Center, 648 Ridge Rd, Lyndhurst. 201-896-3999.
Meditation – 7:30-8:30pm. Sahaja yoga meditation 
is easy to learn and known to reduce stress, relieve 
pain and recharge mind and body. All are welcome 
to attend. Attendees can sit either in a chair or on the 
floor and should wear loose, comfortable clothing. 
Free. Englewood Library, 31 Engle St, Englewood. 
201-568-2215. EnglewoodLibrary.org.
Meditation and Healing Night – 7:30-9:30pm. The 
evening begins with the Meditation on Twin Hearts. 
Then receive a complimentary Pranic Healing, a 
simple yet powerful and pain-free healing modality. 
The Center for Pranic Healing, 420 Valley Brook Ave, 
Lyndhurst. 201-896-8500. PranicHealingUSA.com.
Meditation Group – 8pm. 2nd Wed. This is true 
group work. No experience is necessary. Contact 
the host to say you are coming. Host: Sharon 
Sillen. Sponsored by Metaphysical Center of NJ. 
Donations accepted. Yogacentric, 238 Colfax Ave, 
Clifton. 973-865-1976.

thursday
Feldenkrais Awareness Through Movement 
Classes – 9:30-10:30am. Feldenkrais is a powerful 
approach to improving your life that uses gentle, 
mindful movement to bring new awareness and 
possibility. Developed by Dr. Moshe Feldenkrais, 
the method has helped millions of people world-
wide. Nenriki Therapy Boutique, 169 Paris Ave, 
Northvale. Register: NenrikiTherapy.com.
Citizenship Class – 10-11am. Topics discussed in 
citizenship class: Civics questions, reading vocabu-
lary, writing vocabulary. Classes are free to all and 
no registration required. Must have some literacy 
skills to take the class. Free. Johnson Public Library 
274 Main St, Hackensack. Michelle Ferreira: 201-
343-4169 x 34. JohnsonLib.org.
Clear Your Stress: Conversation and Guided 
Clearing Meditation – 10:30-11:30am. Using 
visualizations along with guided meditations and 
crystal bowls we clear the accumulated stress, 
therefore clearing the self; w/Lois Kramer-Perez. 
No meditation experience required. $20. Rte 4 & 
Rte 17, Paramus. Details: 201-906-5767. Lois@
LoisKramerPerez.com.
Thursday Morning Movie – 10:30am-12:30pm. 
Popular, often first-run films selected for their wide 
appeal to an adult audience. Movie snacks and 
drinks are served. This program is free and no tickets 
are necessary. Seats are first-come. Winter Room, 
Mahwah Public Library, 100 Ridge Rd, Mahwah. 
201-529-7323 x 230. Mahwah.BCCLS.org.
Inspect Your Gadget – 11am-12pm. Have a smart-
phone or an eReader and don’t know how to use it? 
Trying to save pictures on your tablet? Bring your 
device, appropriate cords and user manual if you 
have it, and come to the library! No preregistra-
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friday
Jazzercise Classes – 9:30am. $20, monthly 
rates available. The Armenian Presbyterian 
Church, 140 Forest Ave, Paramus. 201-988-7707. 
ParamusJazzercise@gmail.com.
Visiting Nurse & Blood Pressure Clinic – 10am-
12pm. Blood pressure and general health infor-
mation with the visiting nurse. No appointment 
required. Tenafl y Public Library, Friends Room, 
100 River Edge Rd, Tenafly. 201-568-8680.
Bhagavad Gita Classes and Vegetarian Dinner 
– 7-9pm. 2nd and 4th Fri. Learn the most famous 
Vedic book. Secular, logical, eye-opening, the 
Gita teaches the eternal principles of love. Written 
5,000 years ago, this knowledge is relevant for 
modern life. Info: Gopal_Agrawal@yahoo.com or 
201-926-9079.
Know Thyself Lectures – 7pm. Through a se-
ries of 75 lectures, deep meditation, study and 
experimentation you will come to answer the 
fundamental questions in life: Where do we come 
from? What is the purpose of existence? Free. 358 
Greenmount Ave, Cliff side Park. 201-370-6433.

saturday
Jazzercise Classes – 8:20 & 9:30am. $20, monthly 
rates available. The Armenian Presbyterian Church, 
140 Forest Ave, Paramus. 201-988-7707. Paramus-
Jazzercise@gmail.com.
Workout Group – 9am. Free. Crossfi t Rising, 38 
N St, Bergenfi eld. 201-674-0419. Crossfi tPony@
yahoo.com. Crossfi tRising.com.
Zen Morning Practice and Introduction – 9am-
noon. Zen is about fi nding yourself as well as fi nding 
truth. Believing in yourself, knowing “who you re-
ally are”, living in your own way. Free. Vajradhara 

Meditation Center, 358 Greenmount Ave, Cliff side 
Park. 201-370-6433.
Yoga for Your Body – 9:15-10:45am. Join “Curvy 
Yoga” certifi ed instructor Michele Palumbo as she 
leads an accessible, judgment-free yoga class with 
lots of options customized for the unique needs of 
every body.  Absolutely all levels, shapes and sizes 
welcome. Full class schedule available online. Body 
Positive Works, 96 E Allendale Rd, Saddle River. 
201-708-8448. BodyPositiveWorks.com.
Feldenkrais Awareness Through Movement 
Classes –  9:30-10:30am. Feldenkrais is a powerful 
approach to improving your life that uses gentle, 
mindful movement to bring new awareness and 
possibility. For more information see website. $20/ 
drop-in, $150/10 class pass. Vista Natural Wellness 
Center 191 Ramapo Valley Rd, Oakland. 201-644-
0840. VistaNaturalWellness.com.
Gentle Flow Yoga – 10:30-11:30am. Designed to 
align your mind, body, and soul, complete with a 
mediation to optimize relaxation. Healing4thesoul 
Wellness Center, 199-B Boulevard, Hasbrouck 
Heights. 201-288-0011. Healing4thesoul.com.
Beginners Yoga – 11am. Designed as an introduc-
tion to the practice of yoga that focuses on devel-
oping proper and safe alignment for foundational 
poses at a beginner’s pace. $12/space limited. 
Earth’s Healings, 792 Kinderkamack Rd, River 
Edge. RSVP: 201-800-0570. EarthsHealings@
gmail.com.
Crafty Saturday Morning – 11am-noon. 3rd Sat. 
A time for the whole family to work on creative 
projects together. Projects and materials will change, 
but supplies will always be aimed at children ages 
6+ or younger with caregivers. Caregivers are en-
couraged to be part of the crafting and welcome to 
use the supplies. Children over 6 may attend and 
craft independently. Free. Children’s Room, Tenafl y 
Public Library, 100 Riveredge Rd, Tenafl y. 201-568-
8680. TenfCirc@bccls.org.
Nature Story Time – 11:30am-12:15pm. 3rd Sat. 
Children ages 3-7 will enjoy a nature-themed 
story and a visit from one of Center’s Animal 
Ambassadors. Learn how it came to TNC. A new 
story and animal each month: includes snakes, 
frogs, turtles, owls, hawk, etc. Children must be 
accompanied by an adult. Visitor Center, Tenafl y 
Nature Center, Tenafl y Nature Center, 313 Hud-
son Ave, Tenafl y.
Angel Card Readings – 1-4pm. 1st Sat. See what 
your angels have in store for you. Celeste has been 
an active participant in NJ Metaphysical Society 
events over the past decade. $40/30 min. Earths 
Heailings, 792 Kinderkamack Rd, River Edge. 
RSVP: EarthsHealing.com.
Knit One, Drop In – 3pm. 4th Sat. With Carolyn 
Epstein. Beginner or advanced knitters. Crocheters 
welcome. Instruction to get started. Begin with 
simple baby hats and scarves. Finished projects 
can be donated to Save the Children or U.S. 
Troops. Bring size 8 knitting needles. Yarn to get 
started provided. Free. Mahwah Public Library, 
100 Ridge Rd, Mahwah. 201-529-7323. Mahwah.
BCCLS.org.
Meditation/Healing Circle Group – 4-5:30pm. 
Healing meditations and energy work designed 
to help you with chakra balancing, healing, relax-
ation and stress management. $5. Mystical World, 
Bookstore & Enlightenment Center, 648 Ridge Rd, 
Lyndhurst. 201-896-3999. 

tion necessary. Hackensack Library, 274 Main St, 
Hackensack. 201-343-4169.
ESL Conversation Class – 12:30-1:30pm. Classes 
are off ered to those who are in a high intermediate 
to advanced English level. This class is designed to 
help get comfortable speaking English in a social 
setting by learning new vocabulary and pronun-
ciation. Free. Johnson Public Library, Hackensack 
Meeting Room, 274 Main St, Hackensack. 201-343-
4169 x 34. Hackensack.BCCLS.org.
Day Meditation – 1:10-1:45pm. Partially guided 
meditation. Learn to meditate or expand your current 
practice. Experience the benefi ts of meditation and 
practice in community. Beginners welcome, no 
experience necessary. Free. Krame Center, Ansifi eld 
School of Business, Rm 420, Ramapo College of 
New Jersey, Mahwah. For information or to register: 
TinyURL.com/KrameMeditation.   
Thursday Movie Matinee – 2-5pm. Popular, often 
fi rst-run fi lms selected for their wide appeal to an 
adult audience. Movie snacks and drinks are served. 
This program is free and no tickets are necessary. 
Seats are fi rst-come. Winter Room, Mahwah Public 
Library, 100 Ridge Rd, Mahwah. 201-529-7323 x 
230. Mahwah.BCCLS.org.
Teen Time – 3:30-4:30pm. 2nd Thur. The programs 
are diff erent each month, but they are guaranteed to 
be fun or your money back. Free. Friends Room, 
Tenafl y Public Library, 100 Riveredge Rd, Tenafl y. 
201-568-8680. TenfCirc@bccls.org.
Thursday Lego Club – 4-5pm. For kids ages 6 and 
up. After a story time, everyone builds with Legos 
something based on the story time theme. BYOB 
(bring your own blocks) to the meeting. Registra-
tion is required. Free. Teaneck Public Library, 
840 Teaneck Rd, Teaneck. RSVP: 201-837-4171.
Teaneck.bccls.org.
CARE: Cancer Awareness Research Exchange 
– 7pm. 2nd Thurs. The group stresses nutritional 
and preventive education to help maintain optimum 
health. Guest speakers give updates on health news, 
evaluate new treatments, off er Q&A sessions. $10/
donation. United Methodist Church, 100 Dayton St, 
Ridgewood. Harvey Kunz: 201-664-5005. 
Spiritual Book Club – 8-10pm. 1st & 3rd Thur. The 
group chooses a book they will read together at each 
meeting and discuss it; followed by dessert and coff ee.  
People usually bring a dessert to share. Free. Charlie 
LoBello, 374 Harding Ave, Lyndhurst. 201-926-0075.
Argentine Tango Classes – 8:30-9:30pm. Two 
teachers with 25 years of experience. Beginners 
welcome. $20/drop in. Center for Modern Dance, 84 
Euclid Ave, Hackensack. 201-342-2989. CMDE.org.

All gardening 
is landscape 

painting. 
~William Kent
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Connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare and green living in our com-
munity. To find out how you can be included in the Community Resource Guide, 
email Publisher@NaturalAwakeningsNNJ.com to request our media kit.

BRIELLE SENFT, MA, LPC
Cresskill, NJ
201-878-4545
Brielle@bsenftlpc.com
Tinyurl.com/BrielleS

I want to help you to step into your 
authentic self and create the life 
that you want. We are complicated 
beings with many layers that can be 
difficult to navigate. Maybe you 
are going through a life transition, 
struggling with anxiety, grieving, 

whatever it may be, therapy is a journey to a more 
fulfilling and meaningful life. Let me guide you as 
you heal yourself, providing a supportive, compas-
sionate and nonjudgmental space. I believe in an inte-
grative approach and do not subscribe to a one-size-
fits-all model of therapy.

EMPOWERMENT COACH 
CHRISTINE DIDOMENICO
Access Consciousness® Certified Facili-
tator, Bars Facilitator, Energetic Facelift 
Facilitator & Body Process Facilitator
845-825-2361
ChristineDiDomenico.com

Everything in your life that is not 
working can be changed by greater 
awareness. When you are willing 
to look at the energy of limitation 
that creates the pain, disease and 
suffering in life, then all of it can 
change. The tools of Access Con-

sciousness are designed to bypass the logical mind 
and go to the energy that creates the problem. It’s like 
hitting the delete button on the hard drive of your 
mind that holds all the thoughts, feelings, beliefs and 
emotions that keep you stuck. See ad, page 2.

ENERGY HEALING
ACCESS CONSCIOUSNESS
Terry Obssuth
Access BARS Facilitator
Paramus, NJ
201-655-3836
AccessConsciousness.com

What if you are far greater than any-
one has ever acknowledged? Where 
have you not acknowledged this for 
yourself? What keeps you in frustra-
tion of limitation, judgment of your-
self and the lack of peace and joy in 
your life? What if this could all 

change easily and create a new way of life for you. 
Let me introduce you to the process of Access Bars 
and a way to live life where you function from your 
own awareness having more happiness and ease. Of-
fering Access Bars and Access Energetic Facelift ses-
sions and classes. See ad, page 2.

ASTROLOGY
WHITE WIZARD ASTROLOGY
Northern New Jersey
908-268-6674
cmtarnow3@yahoo.com

We are not our stories, nor our 
pasts, our wounds or our weak-
nesses. While those are aspects of 
our lives, we are beings of light, on 
earth in these bodies and circum-
stances for a purpose. I’ve helped 
people reconnect to their luminous 

selves with personalized, compassionate astrology 
readings. I will help you remember your gifts, work 
through blocks and remap your future to passionately 
pursue your highest goals. Sessions conducted in per-
son, on the phone or via Skype.

CONSCIOUS CENTERS
UNITED PALACE OF SPIRITUAL ARTS
4140 Broadway, New York, NY
212-568-6700
UnitedPalace.org

As an inclusive spiritual commu-
nity, the United Palace of Spiritual 
Arts seeks to cultivate compassion, 
wisdom and peace through spiri-
tual practices born of the great wis-
dom traditions, sacred service, and 

joyous connection to spirit through music, arts and 
entertainment. Join us for Sunday service at 12pm 
EST or on live stream. See ad, page 2.

COUNSELING & 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 

LESLIE KAREN LOBELL, MA, LPC
Pompton Plains (Rte 23) & Montclair
908-577-0053  •  Info@LeslieLobell.com
LeslieLobell.com

Do you suffer from anxiety or 
stress?  Do you want to lose weight, 
stop smoking, gain self-confidence 
or change a habit?  Do you need 
support and guidance through a life 
or career transition? Are you ready 
to achieve your goals, pursue your 

dreams, and actualize your potential? You can create 
the life you desire... I can help you make it happen. 
Using proven techniques such as Holistic Psycho-
therapy, Clinical Hypnosis, Stress Reduction and 
Dream Interpretation, I help teens and adults create 
happier, healthier, more peaceful and fulfilling lives. 
Allow me to assist you. See ad, page 19.

community resource guide FUNCTIONAL MEDICINE
ADVANCED MEDICAL CARE CENTER
Dr. Roman Finn
22 Madison Ave, Paramus, NJ 07652
201-291-0401 • DoctorFinn.com

Successfully combining the very 
best of traditional and comple-
mentary medicine. Experienced 
professionals providing compas-
sionate care. Comprehensive 
analysis of your current “Level of 
Health” and prevention and treat-

ment of various medical conditions. Non-invasive 
testing of the cardio-vascular system. Diagnose and 
treat musculoskeletal, neurological disorders. Stress 
management including biofeedback. Most labs and 
tests performed on the premises. Working with ma-
jor insurance companies and Medicare. See ad, 
back cover.

HEALING CENTER
BODY THERAPEUTICS
Integrative Body Balancing Treatments
Catherine Perman, LMT
BodyTherapeuticsLLC@gmail.com
917-701-1162 • IAHP.com/Catherine-Perman

Body Therapeutics addresses the 
bottom line of your stress, discom-
fort and pain with an amazing 
combination of holistic, therapeu-
tic, manual modalities, including:  
CranioSacral Therapy, Total Body 
Balancing, Lymphatic Drainage, 

Brain Balancing, Somato Emotional Release, Vis-
ceral Manipulation, reiki/energy healing and Myofas-
cial Trigger Point – all personalized for your body’s 
immediate needs and goals. Just when you thought 
you have tried everything, hope has arrived. Let’s find 
your happy place again.

THE CENTER FOR PRANIC HEALING 
Health Through Energy
420 Valley Brook Ave, Lyndhurst, NJ
877-787-3792 • fax 201-896-8501
PranicHealingUSA@gmail.com
PranicHealingUSA.com

A comprehensive method 
designed to cleanse and 
renew the energy sys-
tem which permeates 

the physical body, accelerating the rate at which the 
body heals the physical as well as the psyche. Training, 
certification and classes as well as healing services with 
the prime objective of promoting physical, emotional, 
mental and spiritual well-being. Healing and meditation 
every Wednesday night open to those looking to relieve 
their stress from home or at work. See ad, page 4.
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Make your community a little 

GREENER…

  Support 
   our advertisers.

For every $100 spent in locally owned business, 
$68 returns to the community.

source: the350project.net

HOLISTIC DENTAL CARE
VLADIMIR GASHINSKY, DDS
91 Millburn Ave, Millburn
973-457-4688 • HolisticDentalCenterNJ.com

We focus on performing holistic 
dental care that is good for the body 
as well as the teeth and gums. We 
put an emphasis on a more natural 
or holistic approach to dentistry. As 
a holistic dentist, Dr. Gashinsky 
treats the cause of the problem and 

not just the symptoms. He seeks to improve his pa-
tients’ quality of life through holistic dental care that 
respects and honors the body. See ad, page 5.

INTUITIVE PRACTITIONER  
MEDITATIVE CLEARING & FENG SHUI
LOIS KRAMER-PEREZ
Intuitive Practitioner, Meditative Clearing 
& Feng Shui
201-906-5767 • Fax 201-265-6037
LoisKramerPerez.com

“If we want to make changes in our 
lives, we must start from within.” Are 
you ready? Through her own journey 
of self-discovery, Lois has embraced 
diverse energy modalities as a way of 
life, and she wants to share them. 
Lois has developed simple, eff ective 

techniques that help clients sharpen their awareness, clar-
ity and empowerment through feng shui, personal medi-
tative clearing, and environmental space clearing. Each 
of these services can provide anchors for creating change 
from the inside out. Let’s get started! See ad, page 19.

LIFE COACH 
DAVID BARTKY 
Certified Law Of Attraction Life Coach, 
Certified Consulting Hypnotist
973-444-7301 • LifeCoachDavid.com

Are you ready to start attracting at 
you want, instead of what you 
don’t want, in all areas of your 
life? I am an experienced and 
certifi ed Law of Attraction life 
coach, and I can help you do that. 
Once you start living your life 

from a Law of Attraction point-of-view it only gets 
better. I am also a certifi ed Consulting Hypnotist. 
Hypnosis is great for stress reduction, sleep issues, 
fear of public speaking/performing, smoking ces-
sation, etc.  I am also certifi ed in Thinner Band 
Hypnosis for extreme weight loss.

NUTRITION & WELLNESS 
COUNSELING

CHRISTINE M. OKEZIE
Natural Foods Chef & Holistic Health Coach
201-889-5001
Christine@YourDeliciousBalance.com
YourDeliciousBalance.com

Christine is a Holistic Nutritionist, 
Natural Foods Chef and Transfor-
mational Mind Body Eating 
Coach. Author of The NO DIET 
Cookbook, How to Eat for Health 
and Pleasure, for the last eight 
years she has been supporting 

women to feel empowered in their health and life us-
ing food related health challenges as opportunities for 
transformation. Christine’s approach to making sus-
tainable nutrition/lifestyle changes is rooted in under-
standing the mind/body connection. She off ers tools 
to shift the chronic patterns that can have an impact 
on your physical health. At the end of the day, she 
knows long-term health and weight loss begins in the 
mind and heart, not just on your plate. See ad, 
page 20.

Visit us at 
NaturalAwakeningsSingles.com

KICK OFF 
SUMMER 
WITH A 

MEANINGFUL 
RELATIONSHIP

We invite you to join 
and experience a truly 
conscious, loving, dating 
environment with amazing 
members. JOIN NOW!

MEET YOUR CONSCIOUS 
PARTNER HERE!

TRY
FOR

FREE!
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classifieds

BOOKS

WHAT YOU THINK AND SAY – and How 
You Dine and Eat Shows Who You Are. A gem 
of a book with many impulses from the divine 
Wisdom for a higher quality of life. Gabriele-
Publishing-House.com. Toll free: 844-576-0937.

FOR RENT

PRACTITIONER SPACE OR OFFICE FOR 
RENT – Within high-traffic, large fitness center 
in the heart of Paramus. 15 x 18ft. room w/at-
tached bathroom. By main entrance. Perfect for 
masseuses, holistic practitioners, nutritionists, 
Mommy & Me classes and more. $1,150/month, 
utilities included. Contact Sam: 973-886-0725 or 
SamFit28@yahoo.com.

FOR SALE

KOMBUCHA BREW-IT-YOURSELF 
KIT – Kombucha tea is known as the immortal 
health elixir by Chinese people and originated 
in the Far East more than 2,000 years ago. 
Kombucha contains high levels of beneficial 
acid, probiotics, amino acids and enzymes. Gut 
health is in the forefront of today’s medical 
news. Get your Kombucha kit today and get 
healthy. Contact Angelica at 973-495-8390 or 
TranscendedLight@gmail.com.

OPPORTUNITIES
INTERNS WANTED – DIGITAL MARKETING, 
WRITERS, OFFICE HELP – Natural Awakenings 
Magazine of Bergen and Passaic counties, a print maga-
zine and online publication reaching 50,000+ readers 
every month, has several internship positions available. 
Our publication is a 20-year-old rapidly-growing na-
tional franchise and the premiere natural living (health, 
wellness, organic, green, sustainability) magazine in the 
US with currently 95 active publishers across the county. 
No phone calls please! Email your resume with cover 
letter to: Publisher@NaturalAwakeningsNNJ.com.

JOURNALISTS WANTED – We offer periodic 
paid writing assignments. Please apply if your skill 
level is in line with the caliber of the articles in this 
magazine. We respond to all submissions. Email 
us two articles written by you in the last 6 months 
in the same journalistic style (3rd person voice):  
Publisher@NaturalAwakeningsNNJ.com.

LIVE-IN CAREGIVERS – For the elderly or 
infirmed. Highly experienced European women 
with top-notch references are available for inter-
view. Experienced with providing special diets 
and catering to a holistic lifestyle. Services are 
available in all of New Jersey. Contact Anna: 
732-439-0162.

SALESPEOPLE WANTED – Earn a gener-
ous commission selling print/online adver-
tising F/T or P/T for Natural Awakenings 

Contact us to learn about marketing opportunities and become a member of the Natural Awakenings community at:

CONNECT WITH OUR READERS | THREE-MONTH EDITORIAL CALENDAR & MARKETING PLANNER

Children’s Health
plus: Natural Pet Care

AUGUST

Age-Defying Bodywork
plus: Yoga Therapy

SEPTEMBER

JULY

Urban & 
Suburban

Agriculture
plus: Gut Health

LOCAL FOOD 
ISSUE VIBRANT AT

ANY AGE ISSUE

Readers are Seeking These Providers & Services:
Cooking Classes • Eco-Friendly Farm Equipment • Farmers’ Markets 
Organic Food Stores • Garden Supplies • Herbalists • Homeopathy 

Local Chefs & Cooks • Natural/Organic Restaurants
Horticultural Therapy ... and this is just a partial list!

201-781-5577

(commission only). Relationship-oriented 
sales. Must have some sales experience. Prior 
experience in a holistic/natural/organic/green 
industry a big plus. Email cover letter and re-
sume to Publisher@NaturalAwakeningsNNJ.
com. No calls please.
YOUR AD HERE – $33 PER MONTH – Up to 
40 words. Add $1 per word over 40 words. Pre-
paid. Call 201-781-5577 or submit ad to: Jerry@
NaturalAwakeningsNNJ.com.

PSYCHICS
PSYCHIC READER & ENERGY HEALER – 
Honest, accurate, and professional. 15+ years 
experience. Reiki and tarot master, and your 
own personal psychic for information beyond 
what you can physically see and hear, giving 
you understanding and insight into special situ-
ations. Specializing in reuniting lovers. Don’t 
let negativity take you away from your life’s 
purpose. A psychic reading can help you detox 
from stress, find your true love, protect your 
family, embrace your true career and more. 
Olivia 551-275-8338. 

SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE – Acutely gifted sen-
sitive and empath. No tools/genre pure trans-
mission of divine light for people, animals, 
places. Remote (distance) spiritual work from 
deep heart of Catskill Mountains in devotion 
to all globally. Inquiry: Immensole@gmail.com 
or 551-502-4440.
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